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The overconvergent site I. Coefficients
Bernard Le Stum
Abstract. We define and study the overconvergent site of an alge-
braic variety, the sheaf of overconvergent functions on this site and
show that the modules of finite presentations correspond to Berth-
elot’s overconvergent isocrystals. We work with Berkovich theory in-
stead of rigid analytic geometry and do not use any of Berthelot’s
results. This gives a complete alternative approach to rigid cohomol-
ogy.
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Introduction
In order to give an algebraic description of Betti cohomology, one can use
de Rham cohomology which can then be interpreted as the cohomology of
the infinitesimal site. The category of coefficients, locally trivial families of
finite dimensional vector spaces, is replaced successively by coherent modules
with integrable connexions, and then, modules of finite presentation. In the
positive characteristic situation, de Rham cohomology has to be replaced with
rigid cohomology and modules with integrable connexions with overconvergent
isocrystals. We will define here the overconvergent site which plays the role
of the infinitesimal site. A first hint at this approach is already in Berthelot’s
fundamental article ([4], 2.3.2. ii)) and this is actually the way I liked to define
isocrystal in my PhD Thesis (see also [10], 1.1).
Beside its intrinsic interest, there are many reasons to look for such an inter-
pretation of rigid cohomology. For example, we should get for free a Leray
spectral sequence giving the overconvergence of the Gauss-Manin connexion.
Also, our setting should be well-suited to describe Besser’s integration ([6])
or Chiarellotto-Tsuzuki’s descent theory ([8]). Actually, using e´tale topology
should give an interpretation of the slopes by means of p-adic cohomology.
Finally, replacing schemes by log-schemes should give a comparison theorem
with log-crystalline cohomology. In order to avoid technical complications in
this first attempt, we should not consider e´tale cohomology nor log-schemes.
In our presentation, we will systematically replace rigid geometry with analytic
geometry in the sense of Berkovich. The main reason is that, in the construction
of rigid geometry, strict neighborhoods play an essential role. In Berkovich
theory those are just usual neighborhoods. Note also that the notion of generic
point that is central in Dwork’s theory has a very natural interpretation using
Berkovich theory ([7]). Anyway, the reader can always read “rigid variety”
when we write “analytic space”, “wide open subset” when we write “open
subset” and “open subset” when we write “analytic domain”.
Of course, this article owes much to Berthelot’s previous work on rigid cohomol-
ogy. We only want to rewrite his theory with a slightly different approach. The
reader should note however that we do not make any use of Berthelot’s results
and that, for this purpose, the article is totally self-contained. In particular,
the reader need not know anything about rigid cohomology.
Let us now present our main result in a more precise form. LetK be a complete
ultrametric field of characteristic zero with valuation ring V and residue field
k. To each pair composed of a formal V-scheme S and an Sk-scheme X , we
associate in a natural way a site AN†(X/S). On this site lives the sheaf of ring
O†X/S of dagger functions. Our main theorem says that the category of O
†
X/S-
modules of finite presentation is equivalent to the category of overconvergent
isocrystals on X/S.
At this point, I should recall the definition of the category of overconvergent
isocrystals. One embeds X into a (good) admissible formal scheme P which
is smooth in the neighborhood of X . If we call X¯ the Zariski closure of X
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in P , an overconvergent isocrystal on X ⊂ X¯ is a module with an integrable
connection on a strict neighborhood of X in P whose Taylor series converges
on a strict neighborhood of the diagonal. The point is that this definition is
essentially independent of the choice of P when X¯ is fixed. Moreover, it is also
independent of X¯ if X¯ is proper. This is the hard part of the theory. In our
approach, the embedding of X into P defines a sieve XP /S of the topos of
sheaves on AN†(X/S). We will show that when X¯ is proper, this is a covering
sieve. We are thus reduced to consider the localized category AN†(XP /S) with
the induced sheaf O†XP /S . We will show that the category of O
†
XP /S
-modules
of finite presentation is equivalent to the category of overconvergent isocrystals
on X ⊂ X¯/S. This is easier because we can use the bridge provided by modules
with stratifications.
I want to finish this introduction with a description of our site AN†(X/S).
We start with the following remark : any embedding X →֒ P should define
an object and our sheaves are defined on the the generic fibre PK of P . It is
therefore natural to consider the pairs (X →֒ P, PK ←֓ V ) composed of a for-
mal embedding and an open immersion. Moreover, our sheaves should mainly
depend on the tube of X . It is therefore necessary to identify tow objects with
the same trace on the tube. Morphisms are just pairs of compatible morphisms
and the topology is the analytic topology. This is the small overconvergent site
of X/S. In this article, we will consider the big overconvergent site where we
consider more general pairs (U →֒ P, PK ← V ) where U is a variety overX and
V → PK any morphism. This is better setting to study functoriality questions.
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Warning
In this article, valuations are non-trivial and affinoid algebras, affinoid spaces
and analytic varieties are always strict. It is very likely that most results extend
straightforwardly to the general situation but I have been to lazy to check the
references.
Notations
A presheaf on a category C is simply a contravariant functor to the category
of sets. We will denote by Cˆ the category of presheaves on C and implicitly
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consider C as a subcategory (representable presheaves). Recall that a sieve
of an object X of C is simply a subobject of the corresponding presheaf. A
topology on C is a family of sieves of objects of C, called covering sieves,
satisfying some properties. When C is endowed with a topology, we call it a
site. A presheaf F is a sheaf if F (X) = Hom(R,F ) whenever R is a covering
sieve. We will denote by C˜ the category of sheaves of sets on C. This is a
topos.
Conventions
Throughout this article, K is a (non trivial) complete ultrametric field with
valuation ring V and residue field k.
1 Formal embeddings
We denote by
V{T1, . . . , Tn} = {
∑
i≥0
aiT
i, ai ∈ V , |ai| → 0}.
the ring of convergent power series over V . A formal V-scheme will always be
assumed to have a locally finite covering by formal affine schemes Spf(A) where
A is a quotient V{T1, . . . , Tn} by an ideal of finite type. They form a category
FSch(V). A formal scheme is said admissible if it is V-flat or, in other words,
if it has no torsion. If S is a formal V-scheme, we will also denote by FSch(S)
the category of formal schemes over S, which is just the localized category
FSch(S) := FSch(V)/S .
We will make a regular use of this notion of localized category: if C is a category
and T ∈ C, the localized category C/T is the category of all morphisms s :
X → T with X ∈ C. Actually, this can be generalized to the case where T
is only a presheaf on C and we consider sections s ∈ T (X) and morphisms
compatible with theses sections. Of course, these two notions coincide when T
is representable.
If K →֒ K ′ is an isometric embedding of complete ultrametric fields, and V ′
denotes the valuation ring of K ′, there exists an extension functor
FSch(V)→ FSch(V ′), P 7→ PV′
with PV′ = Spf(V ′⊗ˆVA) when P = Spf(A). It might be necessary to consider
the category of generalized formal schemes over V . An object is a pair (P ′,K ′)
whereK ′ is an isometric extension ofK and P ′ a formal scheme on its valuation
ring V ′. Usual formal schemes correspond to the case K ′ = K. A morphism
(P ′′,K ′′) → (P ′,K ′) is made of an isometric K-embedding K ′ →֒ K ′′ and a
morphism of V ′′-formal schemes morphism P ′V′′ → P
′′.
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If X is any scheme, we denote by Sch(X) the category of schemes locally of
finite presentation over X . If k denotes the residue field of K, the category
Sch(k) may (and will) be seen as a full subcategory of FSch(V) and its object
will be called algebraic varieties. Moreover, the embedding Sch(k) →֒ FSch(V)
has a right adjoint
FSch(V)→ Sch(k), P 7→ Pk,
sending a formal scheme to its special fibre.
A formal embedding X →֒ P (or X ⊂ P for short) is a (locally closed) im-
mersion over V of a k-scheme into a formal V-scheme. A morphism of formal
embeddings
(f ⊂ v) : (X ′ ⊂ P ′)→ (X ⊂ P )
is a pair of morphisms (over k and V respectively)
(f : X ′ → X, v : P ′ → P ),
such that the diagram
X ′ →֒ P ′
↓ f ↓ v
X →֒ P
is commutative. When f is the identity, we will just say that v is a morphism
of formal embeddings of X .
Example : In order to connect our construction to Monsky-Washnitzer’s, we
may consider the following situation: We let A be a V-algebra of finite type;
The choice of a presentation of A gives an embedding
SpecA →֒ ANV ⊂ P
N
V
which can be used to embed X := SpecAk into the formal completion P := P̂NV
of PNV . This is a formal embedding.
Proposition 1.1 We have the following results :
1. With obvious composition, formal embeddings (X ⊂ P ) form a category
Fmb(V) with finite inverse limits.
2. The forgetful functor
Fmb(V)→ FSch(V), (X ⊂ P ) 7→ P
is exact and has an adjoint on the right
FSch(V)→ Fmb(V), Q 7→ (Qk ⊂ Q).
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3. The forgetful functor
Fmb(V)→ Sch(k), (X ⊂ P ) 7→ X
(is left exact and) has an adjoint on the left
FSch(k)→ Fmb(V), Y 7→ (Y ⊂ Y ).
Proof : It should be clear that Fmb(V) is indeed a category. The first
adjointness assertion simply says that, if X ⊂ P is a formal embedding, any
morphism of formal V-schemes P → Q sends X into Qk. The other adjointness
assertion is trivial. Finally, we have to check that, if we are given a finite
diagram (Xi ⊂ Pi), it has an inverse limit which is just (lim←−
Xi ⊂ lim←−
Pi). But
this again should be clear. 
If T is a presheaf on Fmb(V), we will call
Fmb(T ) := Fmb(V)/T
the category of formal embeddings over T . This applies in particular to the case
of a formal embedding T := (X ⊂ P ) over V (identified with the presheaf that
it represents) in which case we obtain the category of formal embeddings over
X ⊂ P . As a special case, if we still write S for the image (Sk ⊂ S) in Fmb(V)
of a formal V-scheme S, we get the category Fmb(S) of formal embeddings over
S. An object of Fmb(S) is simply a formal embedding X →֒ P into a formal
S-scheme and a morphism in Fmb(S) is a morphism of formal embeddings
(f, u) where u is an S-morphism.
We will finish with the description of a less trivial but fundamental case but we
should recall first that any functor g : C′ → C induces a functor on presheaves
gˆ−1 : Cˆ → Cˆ′, T 7→ g ◦ T
which has a right adjoint gˆ∗ (and also a left adjoint gˆ!).
If S is a formal V-scheme, then the forgetful functor Fmb(S) → Sch(Sk) in-
duces a morphism IS∗ on presheaves. On the other hand, the forgetful functor
Fmb(S)→ Fmb(V) induces a morphism JS∗ on presheaves which has a left ad-
joint J−1S which in turn has a left adjoint JS!. This is a standard result on local-
ization. If X is an Sk-scheme, we may consider the presheaf X/S := JS!IS∗X ,
which comes naturally with a morphism to S. This presheaf is not representable
in general but we can easily give a down to earth description of the category
Fmb(X/S) of formal embeddings over X/S :
Proposition 1.2 Let S be a formal V-scheme and X an Sk scheme. A formal
embedding over X/S is an immersion U →֒ P over S of an X-scheme U into
a formal S-scheme. A morphism of formal embeddings
(f ⊂ v) : (U ′ ⊂ P ′)→ (U ⊂ P )
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is a pair of morphisms (over X and S respectively)
(f : U ′ → U, v : P ′ → P ),
such that the diagram
U ′ →֒ P ′
↓ f ↓ v
U →֒ P
is commutative.
Proof : An object of Fmb(X/S) is an object (U ⊂ P ) of Fmb(V) together
with a section of jS!IS∗X over (U ⊂ P ). By definition, such a section corre-
sponds to a morphism (U ⊂ P )→ (Sk ⊂ S) together with a section of IS∗X on
this object. Finally, by adjunction, such a section corresponds to a morphism
U → X over Sk. The assertion on morphisms is proved in the same way. 
As already mentioned, we will consider analytic spaces in the sense of Berkovich.
We will denote by AN(K) the category of analytic spaces overK, and more gen-
erally, if V is an analytic space over K, we will denote by AN(V ) := AN(K)/V
the category of analytic spaces over V . We will also have to consider the cate-
gory of generalized analytic spaces over K. An object is a pair (V ′,K ′) where
K ′ is an isometric extension of K and V ′ an analytic space over K ′. Usual ana-
lytic spaces correspond to the case K ′ = K. A morphism (V ′′,K ′′)→ (V ′,K ′)
is made of an isometric K-embedding K ′ →֒ K ′′ and a morphism V ′K′′ → V
′′.
As shown in [2], section 1, there is a generic fiber functor
FSch(V)→ AN(K), P 7→ PK
which is easily seen to be left exact. When P = SpfA, we simply have PK =
M(AK). If P is a formal V-scheme, there is a natural specialization map
sp : PK → P, x 7→ x˜.
When P = SpfA, any x ∈ PK induces a continuous morphism AK → K(x)
which reduces to a morphism Ak → k(x) whose kernel is x˜ ∈ Sk. Note that spe-
cialization is anticontinuous when FSch(V) is endowed with its Zariski topology
and AN(K) is endowed with its analytic topology. More precisely, the inverse
image of an open subset is a closed analytic domain and the inverse image of
a closed subscheme is an open subset, as the following local description shows.
In fact, this will not be a problem for us for we will implicitly endow FSch(V)
with the coarse topology (all presheaves are sheaves). If X ⊂ P is a formal em-
bedding, we will consider the tube ]X [P := sp
−1(X) of X in P . This definition
will be generalized later. When P = Spf(A) and
X := {x ∈ P, ∀i = 1, . . . , r, fi(x) = 0 and ∃j = 1, . . . s, gj(x) 6= 0},
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we have
]X [P := {x ∈ PK , ∀i = 1, . . . , r, |fi(x)| < 1 and ∃j = 1, . . . s, |gj(x) = 1}.
Unlike in rigid geometry, it is not always true that an analytic space is locally
affinoid. We will call a formal embedding X ⊂ P good if any point of ]X [P
has an affinoid neighborhood in PK . We will also say that P is good at X .
Of course, saying that PK is good in Berkovich sense means that the trivial
embedding of Pk in P is good. And in this case, any formal embedding into
P is good. This is the case, for example if P is affine or P proper over S and
SK itself is good. Recall however that if P is the formal affine plane minus one
point, then PK is not good ([13]). Nevertheless, if X is the affine plane minus
one point, then the embedding of X into the formal affine plane P is a good
embedding.
2 Geometric results
The content of this section is not needed before the end of (the last) section
9. Therefore, the reader who wishes so can jump to the next section and come
back later to this one. Note also that only very little material from section 1
is needed here
I thank V. Berkovich and M. Temkin for their help in understanding the ge-
ometric results of this section. Of course, they are not responsible for any
mistake that may appear.
If P is a formal V-scheme and X is a subset of Pk, we will denote by X¯P or
simply X¯, the Zariski closure of X in Pk. A morphism of admissible formal
schemes u : P ′ → P is said proper at x′ ∈ P ′k if the induced map {x
′} → Pk is
proper. It is said e´tale, (resp. smooth, resp. flat, resp. proper) at X ′ ⊂ P ′ if it
is e´tale (resp. smooth, resp. flat, resp. proper) at all x′ ∈ X ′. Note that if X ′
is a subscheme of P ′, then u is proper at X ′ if and only if the restriction of u to
any irreducible component of X¯ ′ is proper over Pk. When X
′ is quasi-compact,
this just means that X¯ ′ is proper over Pk.
Proposition 2.1 A morphism of admissible formal V-schemes u : P ′ → P
is proper at X ′ ⊂ P if and only if ]X ′[P ′ is contained in the interior of P ′K
relative to PK .
Proof : This easily follows from Theorem 4.1 of [13] as explained in remark
5.8 of [14]). 
Corollary 2.2 Let X ⊂ P be a good admissible formal embedding and
(f, u) : (X ′ ⊂ P ′)→ (X ⊂ P )
a morphism of admissible embeddings. If u is proper at X ′, then P ′ is good at
X ′.
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Proof : It follows from Proposition 2.1 that u induces a morphism without
boundary (i.e. closed in Berkovich sense) from a neighborhood V ′ of X ′ in P
to a neighborhood V of X in P . We may assume that V is good and it follows
that V ′ is also good. 
Proposition 2.3 Let
(f, u) : (X ′ ⊂ P ′)→ (X ⊂ P )
be a morphism of good formal embeddings with u flat at X ′. Then, u induces
a universally flat morphism V ′ → V between good neighborhoods of X ′ and X
in P ′K and PK , respectively.
Proof : Clearly, u induces a morphism V ′ → V between good neighborhoods
of X ′ and X in P ′K and PK , respectively. Now, if x
′ ∈]X ′[P ′ , there exists affine
neighborhoods Q′ of x˜′ in P ′ and Q of u(x˜′) in P ′ such that the induced
morphism Q′ → Q is flat. Since flatness of formal schemes is stable under base
change, it follows that the corresponding morphism Q′K → QK is universally
flat. Restriction to open subsets still gives a universally flat morphism
V ′ ∩Q′K → V ∩QK
of good analytic spaces. In particular, it is universally flat at x′. Now, since
V ∩QK →֒ V and V ′ ∩Q′K →֒ V
′ are inclusions of good analytic domains into
good analytic varieties, they are universally flat. It follows that uK : V
′ → V
is universally flat at x′. Since this is true for all points of ]X ′[P ′ and that
universal flatness is a local notion, we can shrink V and V ′ in order to get a
universally flat morphism V ′ → V . 
Lemma 2.4 Let X ⊂ P be a good formal embedding. If P is smooth (resp.
e´tale) at X, there exists a quasi-smooth (resp. quasi-e´tale) good neighborhood
V of ]X [P in PK .
Proof : We know that there exists a good neighborhood V of ]X [P in PK .
Let x be a point of ]X [P and Q a smooth affine neighborhood of x˜ in P . Since
Ω1Q is locally free (rep. 0), so is Ω
1
QK
and it follows from Proposition 6.23 of
[9] that QK is quasi-smooth (resp. quasi-e´tale). Since V ∩ QK is also good,
Corollary 6.21 of [9] tells us that V is quasi-smooth (resp. quasi-e´tale) at x.
This is true for any point x in ]X [P and it follows that V is quasi-smooth (resp.
quasi-e´tale) at each x ∈]X [P . Since quasi-smoothness (resp. quasi-e´taleness)
is a local notion, we may shrink V a little bit in order to get a quasi-smooth
(resp. quasi-e´tale) good neighborhood of ]X [P in PK . 
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Proposition 2.5 Let
(f, u) : (X ′ ⊂ P ′)→ (X ⊂ P )
be a morphism of formal embeddings with X ⊂ P good and u smooth (resp.
e´tale) at X ′. Then, u induces a quasi-smooth (resp. quasi-e´tale) morphism
V ′ → V between good neighborhoods of X ′ and X in P ′K and PK , respectively.
Proof : It follows from 2.3 that u induces a universally flat morphism V ′ → V
between good neighborhoods of X ′ and X in P ′K and PK , respectively. Using
Proposition 6.27 of [9], we may assume that P is reduced to a point, in which
case, this is just the assertion of Lemma 2.4. 
Corollary 2.6 Let
(f, u) : (X ′ ⊂ P ′)→ (X ⊂ P )
be a morphism of formal embeddings with X ⊂ P good admissible and u proper
and smooth (resp. e´tale) at X ′. Then, u induces a smooth (resp. e´tale) mor-
phism V ′ → V between good neighborhoods of X ′ and X in P ′K and PK , re-
spectively.
Proof : Since a smooth (resp. e´tale) morphism is simply a quasi-smooth
(resp. quasi-e´tale) morphism without boundary, this assertion follows from
Propositions 2.1 and 2.6. 
Proposition 2.7 Let u : P ′ → P be a morphism of formal embeddings of
X. If u is smooth (resp. e´tale) at X, the fibers of the induced morphism
]X [P ′→]X [P are strict open polydiscs (resp. ]X [P ′≃]X [P ).
Proof : Let x ∈]X [P and V(x) be the ring of integers of K(x), the completed
residue field at x. We may extend scalars by SpfV(x) → P and therefore
assume that P = SpfV , PK = M(K) and X = Speck. We have to show that
]x˜[P ′ is a closed polydisc. We may replace P
′ by any open neighborhood of x˜
and therefore assume that there is an e´tale morphism P ′ → AˆdV sending x to 0.
It follows from Lemma 4.4 of [3] that this morphism induces an isomorphism
]x˜[P ′≃]0[Aˆd
V
= Bd(0, 1−).

Lemma 2.8 Let u : P ′ → P be a morphism of formal embeddings of X. As-
sume that the induced map X¯P
′
→ X¯P is separated. Then, there exists a
neighborhood V ′ of ]X [P ′ in P
′
K such that for all x ∈]X [P , we have
u−1K (]x˜[P ) ∩ V
′ =]x˜[P ′ .
In particular,
u−1K (]X [P ) ∩ V
′ =]X [P ′ .
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Proof : We may take V ′ :=]X¯P
′
[P ′ . It is therefore sufficient to show that
u−1(x˜) ∩ X¯P
′
= {x˜}.
We are led to check that the dense open immersion
X →֒ u−1(X) ∩ X¯P
′
is bijective. But the projection
u−1(X) ∩ X¯P
′
→ X
is separated as a pull-back of a separated map. A dense open immersion that
admits a separated section is necessarily an isomorphism. 
We will need the following lemma which is inspired by proposition 3.7.5 of [1].
Lemma 2.9 Let
v : (V ′, x′)→ (V, x)
be a smooth morphism of germs of good analytic varieties. Any isomorphism
of germs
ϕx : (v
−1(x), x′) ≃ (AdK(x), 0)
over K(x) extends to an isomorphism of germs
(V ′, x′) ≃ (AdV , (0, x))
over (V, x).
Proof : We may assume that v comes from a morphism of affinoid algebras
A→ A′ and that our isomorphism comes from a morphism
ϕ∗x : K(x){T1/R, . . . , Td/R} → K(x)⊗ˆAA
′.
for R big enough. Since the image of OV,x ⊗A A′ is dense in K(x)⊗ˆAA′, there
exists
ϕ1, . . . , ϕd ∈ OV,x ⊗A A
′
such that ‖ϕ∗x(Ti)− ϕ¯i‖ < R.
After an automorphism of K(x){T1/R, . . . , Td/R}, we may assume that
ϕ∗x(Ti) = ϕ¯i. Moreover, shrinking V (and consequently V
′) if necessary, we
may also assume that ϕ1, . . . , ϕd ∈ A
′ and we can consider the induced mor-
phism ϕ : V ′ → AdV . By construction, it induces the inclusion ϕx between the
fibers at x. It follows from Lemma 3.7.7 of [1] that it is an isomorphism in a
neighborhood of x′. 
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Theorem 2.10 Let u : P ′ → P be a morphism of good admissible formal
embeddings of X which is proper and smooth at X. Then, for all x ∈]X [P ,
there exists a neighborhood V of x in PK and a section s : V → P ′K of uK on
V such that s˜(y) = y˜ for all y ∈ V ∩]X [P .
Proof : We know from corollary 2.6 that u induces a smooth morphism
v : V ′ → V between good neighborhoods of X in P ′K and PK . Moreover,
we may assume thanks to lemma 2.8 that v−1(]y˜[P ) =]y˜[P ′ for y ∈]X [P . In
particular, any local section of v will satisfy the last condition.
Since v−1(]X [P ) =]X [P ′, it follows from proposition 2.7 that there exists an
isomorphism
ϕx : v
−1(x) ≃ BdK(x)(0, 1
−).
We set x′ := ϕ−1x (0). It follows from lemma 2.9 that there exists a neighborhood
W ′ of x′ in V ′ such that φx extends to some open immersion ϕ : W
′ →֒ AdV .
Since v is a flat morphism without boundary, the image of W ′ in V is an open
neighborhood W of 0 (unpublished result of Berkovich, see lemma 6.2.8 of [9])
and we can take the zero section of AdW . 
3 Analytic varieties
An analytic variety over V is a couple made of a good formal embedding X ⊂ P
and a morphism of analytic varieties λ : V → PK . It can be represented by the
diagram
X →֒ P
sp
← PK
λ
← V
The tube of X in V is ]X [V := λ
−1(]X [P ) and we will denote by
iX,V :]X [V →֒ V
the inclusion map. We will generally write (X ⊂ P ← V ) or (X,V ) to make
notations shorter. We might also forget λ or sp in the notations and just write
sp : V → P or λ : V → P , in which case we will write ]X [V= sp−1(X) or
]X [V= λ
−1(X). Also, if x ∈]X [V , we will write x˜ = sp(λ(x)). Finally, when no
confusion should arise, we will simply call iX , iV or even i the inclusion map
Example : We can consider again the Monsky-Washnitzer situation. We saw
that if A is a finitely presented V-algebra, we can build a formal embedding
X := SpecAk ⊂ P := P̂NV .
We may also consider the inclusion morphism
V := (SpecAK)
an →֒ (PNK)
an = (P̂NV )K = PK .
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in order to get an analytic variety
X ⊂ P
sp
← PK ←֓ V
over V . We have
]X [P= B
N (0, 1+) ∩ V.
Actually, for each λ > 1, we may set
Vλ := B
N (0, λ) ∩ V
and we get another analytic variety
X ⊂ P
sp
← PK ←֓ Vλ
over V . Note that Vλ is affinoid so that we can write Vλ =M(Aλ). Note also
that ]X [P=M(AˆK), that Aλ ⊂ AˆK for λ close to 1 and that ∪Aλ ⊂ AˆK is the
generic fiber A†K of the weak completion A
† of A.
We now come to the definition of morphisms. It should be remarked before that
if K →֒ K ′ is an isometric embedding and if V ′ and k′ denote the valuation ring
and residue field of K ′ as usual, then any analytic variety (X ⊂ P ← V ) over V
gives rise to an analytic variety (Xk′ ⊂ PV′ ← VK′) over V ′. A hard morphism
of analytic varieties from (X ′, V ′) to (X,V ) is a couple of morphisms
(f : X ′ → X,u : V ′ → V )
such that
∀x ∈]X ′[V ′ , u˜(x) = f(x˜)
and the same condition holds after any isometric extension of K. Note that it
is sufficient to check the condition only for rational points (after any isometric
extension of K).
In practice, we will write
(f, u) : (X ′, V ′)→ (X,V ).
Most of the time, our hard morphism will fit into a commutative diagram
X ′ →֒ P ′
sp
← P ′K
λ′
← V ′
↓ f ↓ v ↓ vK ↓ u
X →֒ P
sp
← PK
λ
← V
.
We will then say that it extends to formal schemes.
Example : Back again to our Monsky-Washnitzer situation. We assume now
that we are given two algebras of finite type A and A′ over V and we use
the same notations as above. A morphism f : X ′ → X corresponds to an
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algebra homomorphism Ak → A′k. If A is smooth, this homomorphism lifts to
a homomorphism A† → A′† which induces Aλ → A′µ for λ and µ close enough
to 1 and therefore gives a morphism u : V ′µ → Vλ. It is clear that we get a hard
morphism
(f, u) : (X ′, V ′µ)→ (X,Vλ)
which in general will not extend to formal schemes.
Proposition 3.1 We have the following results :
1. With obvious composition of morphisms, analytic varieties over V and
hard morphisms form a category AN(V) with finite inverse limits.
2. The forgetful functor
AN(V)→ AN(K), (X ⊂ P ← V ) 7→ V
is exact with right adjoint
AN(K)→ AN(V), W 7→ (Speck ⊂ SpfV ←W ).
3. The forgetful functor
AN(V)→ Sch(k), (X ⊂ P ← V ) 7→ X
(is left exact and) has a left adjoint
Sch(k)→ AN(V), Y 7→ (Y = Y ← ∅).
4. The functor
Fmb(V)→ AN(V), (X ⊂ P ) 7→ (X ⊂ P ← PK)
is left exact.
Proof : It is not difficult to see that the inverse limit of a diagram
Xi →֒ Pi
sp
← PiK
λi← Vi
indexed by some finite set I is simply
lim
←−
Xi →֒
∏
Pi
sp
←
∏
PiK
λ
← lim
←−
Vi.
Moreover, if all the morphisms extend in a compatible way to formal schemes,
the limit is
lim
←−
Xi →֒ lim←−
Pi
sp
← lim
←−
PiK
λ
← lim
←−
Vi.
All our assertions easily follow from these remarks. 
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It is also important to remark that the assignment
(X ⊂ P ← V ) (X ⊂ P )
is not functorial because of our very loose definition of morphisms in AN(V):
they do not always extend to formal schemes.
A hard morphism
(f, u) : (U ′, V ′)→ (U, V ).
will induce a morphism
]f [u:]X
′[V ′→]X [V
between the tubes giving rise to a functor
AN(V)→ AN(K), (X,V ) 7→]X [V .
Since ]f [u is just the morphism induced by u, we will sometimes write u :
]X ′[V ′→]X [V . Also, when u = IdV , we will write ]f [V :]X
′[V→]X [V .
Proposition 3.2 We have the following results :
1. Any hard morphism of analytic varieties over V is the composition of a
morphism of the form
(f, IdV ) : (X
′ ⊂ P ′ ← V )→ (X ⊂ P ← V )
and a morphism of the form
(IdX , u) : (X ⊂ P ← V
′)→ (X ⊂ P
λ
← V ).
2. A hard morphism (f, u) : (X ′, V ′)→ (X,V ) is a hard isomorphism if and
only if f is an isomorphism, u is an isomorphism and the induced map
]f [u:]X
′[V ′→]X [V is surjective (and therefore also an isomorphism).
3. Up to hard isomorphism, any hard morphism of analytic varieties over V
extends to formal schemes. More precisely, given any (X ′, V ′)→ (X,V ),
there exists a hard isomorphism (X ′′, V ′′) ≃ (X ′, V ′) such that the com-
posite (X ′′, V ′′)→ (X,V ) extends to formal schemes.
Proof : The first assertion is clear : the morphism
(f, u) : (X ′ ⊂ P ′
λ′
← V ′)→ (X ⊂ P
λ
← V )
splits as the composition of
(f, IdV ′) : (X
′ ⊂ P ′
λ′
← V ′)→ (X ⊂ P
λ◦u
← V ′)
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followed by
(IdX , u) : (X ⊂ P
λ◦u
← V ′)→ (X ⊂ P
λ
← V ).
Now, if (f, u) is an isomorphism, then f and u must be isomorphisms them-
selves. Conversely, if f and u are both isomorphism, they induce an embedding
of analytic domains
]f [u:]X
′[V ′ →֒]X [V
It is clear that f−1 and u−1 define a hard morphism if and only if this embed-
ding is an isomorphism.
Finally, any hard morphism
(f, u) : (X ′ ⊂ P ′ ← V ′)→ (X ⊂ P ← V )
gives rise to a commutative diagram
X ′ →֒ P ′
sp
← P ′K
λ′
← V ′
|| ↑ p2 ↑ p2K ||
X ′ →֒ P × P ′
sp
← PK × P ′K
(λ◦u,λ′)
← V ′
↓ f ↓ p1 ↓ p1K ↓ u
X →֒ P
sp
← PK
λ
← V
and it follows from the previous assertion that the upper morphism is a hard
isomorphism. 
Corollary 3.3 If
X →֒ P
sp
← PK
λ
← V
is any analytic variety over V such that λ factors through P ′K where P
′ is a
formal subscheme of P containing X, we get a hard isomorphism
(X ⊂ P ′ ← V ) ≃ (X ⊂ P ← V ).

Example : In the Monsky-Washnitzer situation, we can replace P := P̂NV
by the completion P ′ of the algebraic closure of SpecA in PNV and get an
isomorphic analytic variety over X/V . We see that X is open in P ′k and V is
open in P ′K . This is a more pleasant situation to work with.
Corollary 3.4 If (X ⊂ P ← V ) is an analytic variety over V and P ′ → P is
a formal blowing up centered outside X, then P ′K = PK and the induced hard
morphism
(X ⊂ P ′ ← V )→ (X ⊂ P ← V )
is an isomorphism.
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
Corollary 3.5 Any analytic variety over V is isomorphic to some analytic
variety (X ⊂ P ← V ) where, if we denote as usual by X¯ the Zariski closure of
X in P , X¯\X is a divisor in X¯.

Proposition 3.6 The functor
AN(V)→ AN(K), (X ⊂ P ← V ) 7→]X [V
is left exact
Proof : Since pull back is left exact, it is sufficient to prove the following :
if we are given a finite diagram {Xi}i∈I and formal embeddings Xi ⊂ Pi, then
] lim
←−
Xi[∏ Pi= lim←−]Xi[Pi .
We only need to consider two cases. We assume first that we are given a finite
set of embeddings {Xi ⊂ Pi}i∈I , and we check that
]
∏
Xi[∏ Pi=
∏
]Xi[Pi .
The second step is to show that if we are given a finite family of formal em-
beddings {Xi ⊂ P}, then
] ∩Xi[P= ∩]Xi[P .
Both results are standard and can be proved using the local description of the
tubes. 
A functor g : C′ → C between tow sites is said cocontinuous if gˆ∗ preserves
sheaves.
The analytic topology on AN(V) is the coarsest topology making cocontinuous
the forgetful functor
AN(V)→ AN(K), (X,V ) 7→ V.
Proposition 3.7 The analytic topology on AN(V) is generated by the follow-
ing pretopology : families
{(X ⊂ P ← Vi)→ (X ⊂ P ← V )}i∈I
that extend to the identity on P and where V = ∪iVi is an open covering.
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Proof : Note first that such families do define a pretopology. Now, the
forgetful functor is cocontinuous if whenever {Vi → V }i∈I is a covering, the
family of all
(X ′ ⊂ P ′ ← V ′)→ (X ⊂ P ← V )
such that V ′ → V factors through some Vi, is a covering. This condition is
equivalent to
(X ′ ⊂ P ′ ← V ′)→ (X ⊂ P ← V )
factoring through some (X ⊂ P ← Vi). Thus, we see that the forgetful functor
is cocontinuous if whenever {Vi → V }i∈I is a covering, so is
{(X ⊂ P ← Vi)→ (X ⊂ P ← V )}i∈I . 
Recall that the canonical topology on a category is the finest topology for which
representable presheaves are sheaves. A standard site is a site with finite inverse
limits where the topology is coarser than the canonical topology.
Corollary 3.8 The site AN(V) is a standard site.
Proof : We have to show that the analytic topology is coarser than the
canonical topology on AN(V). We take any (X ⊂ P ← V ) ∈ AN(V) and we
have to prove that the presheaf
(X ′ ⊂ P ′ ← V ′) 7→ Hom((X ′ ⊂ P ′ ← V ′), (X ⊂ P ← V ))
is a sheaf. Thus, we are given a covering
V ′ = ∪iV
′
i
and a compatible family of morphisms
{(f, ui) : (X
′ ⊂ P ′ ← V ′i )→ (X ⊂ P ← V )}i∈I .
As Berkovich showed, the analytic topology is coarser than the canonical topol-
ogy on AN(K), and it follows that the u′is glue to a morphism u : V
′ → V . It
is clear that (f, u) is a morphism. 
Note that if P is the disjoint union of two copies of SpfV and if we embed Speck
into P on the left and send M(K) to PK on the right, the unique morphism
(Speck ⊂ P ←M(K)→ (Speck ⊂ SpfV ←M(K))
is not a covering although it is the identity both on the left and on the right.
Recall that a functor g : C′ → C between two sites is said continuous if gˆ−1
preserves sheaves. If the extension of g to sheaves is exact, it defines a morphism
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of sites in the other direction C → C′. When the topology of C is coarser than
the canonical topology and C′ has finite inverse limits, it is actually sufficient
to check that g itself is left exact. When g is cocontinuous, the situation is
nicer : it automatically gives rise to a morphism of toposes C˜ → C˜′.
Unless otherwise specified, categories of schemes and formal schemes are always
endowed with the coarse topology - and not the Zariski topology.
Proposition 3.9 1. The functor
Fmb(V)→ AN(V), (X ⊂ P )→ (X ⊂ P ← PK).
is left exact and continuous, giving rise to a morphism of sites
AN(V)→ Fmb(V).
2. The forgetful functor
AN(V)→ AN(K), (X,V ) 7→ V
is left exact, continuous and cocontinuous, giving rise to a morphism of
sites
AN(K)→ AN(V).
and a morphism of toposes
A˜N(V)→ A˜N(K).
3. The forgetful functor
AN(V)→ Sch(k), (X,V ) 7→ X
is left exact and continuous, giving rise to a morphism of sites Sch(k)→
AN(V). Moreover, the corresponding functor
IV∗ : S˜ch(k)→ A˜N(V)
is fully faithful.
4. The tube functor
AN(V)→ AN(K), (X,V ) 7→]X [V
is left exact and continuous, giving rise to a morphism of sites AN(K)→
AN(V).
Proof : The first assertion follows from the definition. And the second one
is an immediate consequence of our hypothesis.
Concerning the third assertion, exactness is already known and continuity is
easily checked. It is therefore sufficient to notice the full faithfulness of the
stupid functor
Y 7→ (Y = Y ← ∅).
For the last assertion, there is nothing to do. 
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4 The overconvergent site
Let (X ⊂ P ← V ) be an analytic variety over V and W an analytic domain in
V . If W is a neighborhood of ]X [V , the morphism
(X ⊂ P ←W ) →֒ (X ⊂ P ← V )
is called a strict neighborhood. It is said open ifW is open in V . Sometimes, we
might just say thatW is a strict neighborhood of X in V . It simply means that
W is a neighborhood of ]X [V in V . The relation with Berthelot’s definition of
strict neighborhood is highlighted by the following result.
Proposition 4.1 Let (X ⊂ P ← V ) be an analytic variety over V and W an
analytic domain in V . Denote by X¯ the Zariski closure of X in P . Then, W
is a strict neighborhood of X in V if and only if the covering
]X¯[V=]X¯[W∪]X¯\X [V
is admissible.
Proof : Assume first that W is a strict neighborhood of X in V . Replacing
W by some open neighborhood, we may assume thatW is open in V . Moreover,
since ]X¯ [V is open in V , we may also assume that V =]X¯[V . In this case, the
above covering is simply an open covering and we are done. Conversely, if the
covering is admissible and x ∈]X [V , then x ∈]X¯[W but x 6∈]X¯\X [V . It follows
that ]X¯[W is a neighborhood of x in ]X¯[V , and a fortiori W is a neighborhood
of x in V . 
Lemma 4.2 We have the following results :
1. A strict neighborhood is a monomorphism in AN(V).
2. Any composition of strict neighborhoods is a strict neighborhood.
3. Any pull back of a strict neighborhood is a strict neighborhood.
Proof : Since the forgetful functor
AN(V)→ Sch(k)×AN(K)
is obviously faithful, the first assertion follows from the fact that the identity
IdX as well as the inclusion W →֒ V are both monomorphisms. The second
assertion is trivial. Finally, one easily checks that the pull-back of
(X,W ) →֒ (X,V )
by
(f, u) : (X ′, V ′)→ (X,V )
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is simply
(X ′, u−1(W )) →֒ (X ′, V ′). 
Proposition 4.3 The category AN(V) admits calculus of right fractions with
respect to strict neighborhoods.
Proof : Since strict neighborhoods form a subcategory made of monomor-
phisms which is stable by pull-backs, all the conditions of ([11], I, 2.2.2) are
satisfied. 
The quotient category AN†(V) is the category of analytic varieties over V . The
description of AN†(V) is quite simple. First, it has the same objects as AN(V).
Second, if (X,V ) and (X ′, V ′) are two analytic varieties, then
HomAN†(V)((X
′, V ′), (X,V )) = lim
−→
HomAN(V)((X
′,W ′), (X,V ))
where W ′ runs through all neighborhoods of ]X [V in V . In other words, we
may always replace V by any neighborhood of ]X [V in V and get an isomorphic
object. From this down to earth description, it is not difficult to see that, like
AN(V), the category AN†(V) has finite inverse limits.
Example : Back again to the Monsky-Washnitzer situation, we see that any
homomorphism A† → A′† gives rise to a morphism (X ′, V ′) → (X,V ). It is
not clear to me wether the converse is true or not.
If C′ is a site and g : C′ → C any functor, the image topology on C si the
coarsest topology that makes g continuous.
Lemma 4.4 Let C be a site with fibered products, Q a set of morphisms in C
and CQ the quotient category.
i) If CQ is endowed with the image topology, the canonical map C → CQ
extends to an inverse image for an embedding of sites u : CQ →֒ C.
ii) The topology of CQ is generated by covering sieves of the form uˆ
−1R ⊂
X ′ → X where R ⊂ X ′ is a covering sieve and X ′ → X is in Q.
iii) The functor u∗ induces an equivalence between C˜Q and the full subcategory
of T ∈ C˜ such that T (ϕ) is an isomorphism whenever ϕ ∈ Q.
Proof : It is clear that u−1 is left exact and, by definition, it is continuous.
Moreover, by definition again, the composition functor uˆ∗ : CˆQ → Cˆ identifies
CˆQ with the full subcategory of T ∈ Cˆ such that T (ϕ) is an isomorphism if
ϕ ∈ Q. The first assertion follows. Since uˆ−1 is left exact, it is a general fact
that u−1 is continuous if and only if whenever R is a sieve of X ∈ C, then
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uˆ−1R is a sieve of X ∈ CQ. This proves the second assertion. Now, we have
to show that under our new assumptions, a presheaf T on CQ is a sheaf if and
only if uˆ∗T is a sheaf. The condition is always necessary. By adjonction, it is
also sufficient. Namely, we always have
Hom(uˆ−1R, T ) = Hom(R, uˆ∗T ) = Hom(X, uˆ∗T ) = Hom(X,T ). 
The image of the analytic topology on AN(V) is the analytic topology on
AN†(V). The associated topos will be writen VAN† .
Proposition 4.5 The canonical functor
AN(V)→ AN†(V)
is the inverse image for an embedding of sites
AN†(V) →֒ AN(V).
This embedding induces an equivalence between VAN† and the full subcategory
of sheaves F on AN(V) such that F(X,V ) = F(X,W ) whenever W is a strict
neighborhood of X in V .
Proof : Follows from lemma 4.4. 
Note that the analytic topology is compatible with strict neighborhoods in the
following sense : If (X,V ) is an analytic variety, V = ∪i∈IVi is an open covering
and for each i ∈ I, Wi is a strict neighborhood of X in Vi, there exists strict
neighborhoodsW ′i of X in Wi such that W
′ = ∪i∈IW ′i is an open covering and
W ′ is a strict neighborhood of X in V .
Remark : The Grothendieck topology is not compatible with strict neighbor-
hoods as the following example shows :
V = P1, X = ∅,
W1 = D(0, 1
−) ⊂ V1 = D(0, 1
+), W2 = V2 := D(∞, 1
+).
Proposition 4.6 The analytic topology on AN†(V) is defined by the following
pretopology : families of hard morphisms
{(X ⊂ P ← Vi)→ (X ⊂ P ← V )}i∈I
where {Vi}i∈I is a an open covering of a strict neighborhood of X in V .
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Proof : It follows from part 2 of lemma 4.4 above that our topology is
generated by these families and it is therefore sufficient to show that this is a
pretopology. Our families clearly contain the identities and stability by pull
back is easily verified. It only remains to prove transitivity. This follows from
the fact that the analytic topology is compatible with strict neighborhoods. 
Proposition 4.7 The site AN†(V) is a standard site.
Proof : As already mentioned, our site has fibered products and it remains
to show that the topology is coarser than the canonical topology. We let (X ⊂
P ← V ) ∈ AN(V) and we show that the presheaf
(X ′ ⊂ P ′ ← V ′) 7→ Hom((X ′ ⊂ P ′ ← V ′), (X ⊂ P ← V ))
is a sheaf on AN†(V). So assume that we are given an analytic covering
{(X ′ ⊂ P ′ ← V ′i )→ (X
′ ⊂ P ′ ← V ′)}i∈I
and a compatible family of morphisms
{(X ′ ⊂ P ′ ← V ′i )→ (X ⊂ P ← V )}i∈I .
There exists strict neighborhoods W ′i of X
′ in V ′i such that this last family is
actually given by hard morphisms
{(X ′ ⊂ P ′ ←W ′i )→ (X ⊂ P ← V )}i∈I .
Since the analytic topology is compatible to strict neighborhoods, we may
assume that we have an open covering W ′ = ∪iW
′
i and W
′ is a strict neigh-
borhood of X ′ in V . Now, everything is defined in AN(V) and we are done.

We recall again that categories of schemes and formal schemes are endowed
with the coarse topology (which makes specialization continuous).
Proposition 4.8 1. The functor
Fmb(V)→ AN†(V), (X ⊂ P )→ (X ⊂ P ← PK)
is left exact and continuous, giving rise to a morphism of sites
AN†(V)→ Fmb(V).
2. The forgetful functor
AN†(V)→ Sch(k), (X,V ) 7→ X
is left exact and continuous, giving rise to a morphism of sites
I†V : Sch(k)→ AN
†(V).
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3. The tube functor
AN†(V)→ AN(K), (X,V ) 7→]X [V
is left exact and continuous, giving rise to a morphism of sites AN(K)→
AN†(V).
Proof : The first assertion directly follows from the analogous results for
AN(V). And the second one is almost trivial. Finally, the last assertion also
follows from the analogous result for AN(V). 
We should also remark that the assignment
(X ⊂ P ← V ) V
is no longer functorial.
Proposition 4.9 Let K →֒ K ′ be an isometric embedding and V ′, k′ denote
the valuation ring and residue field of K ′ respectively. Then the extension
functor
AN†(V)→ AN†(V ′), (X ⊂ P ← V ) 7→ (Xk′ ⊂ PV′ ← VK′)
is left exact and continuous, giving rise to a morphism of sites
AN†(V ′)→ AN†(V)
Proof : Both assertions directly follow from our definition. 
Note that the analogous statement for AN is also true but the analytic site was
only a tool for us and we should not have to mention it in the future.
Recall that if C is a site and g : C′ → C any functor, then the induced topology
on C′ is the finest topology that makes g continuous. Note that when g is left
exact and C′ has fibered products, a family in C′ is a covering family for the
induced topology if and only if its image in C is a covering family. This applies
in particular to the case of a localization functor C/T → C where C is a site
and T a presheaf on C.
An overconvergent presheaf on V is a presheaf T on AN†(V). We will call
AN†(T ) := AN†(V)/T the category of analytic varieties over T . The cate-
gory AN†(T ) is endowed, as explained above, with the analytic topology in-
duced by the analytic topology on AN†(V). We get the overconvergent site
AN†(T ) of T and the corresponding overconvergent topos TAN† whose objects
are overconvergent sheaveson T . Thus, we see that in general, an analytic va-
riety over T is a triple (U, V, t) where (U, V ) is an analytic variety over V and
t ∈ T (U, V ). A morphism (U ′, V ′, t′)→ (U, V, t) being a morphism of analytic
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varieties (f, u) : (U ′, V ′) → (U, V ) such that T (f, u)(t′) = t. Of course any
morphism of presheaves f : T ′ → T induces a morphism of toposes
f : ˜AN†(T ′)→ ˜AN†(T ).
As a first example of overconvergent presheaf, we can consider the case of an
analytic variety (X,V ) identified with the corresponding presheaf. We obtain
the category of analytic varieties over (X,V ). An object is simply a morphism
(X ′, V ′)→ (X,V ) and a morphism in AN†(X,V ) is simply a usual morphism
that commutes with the given ones. Of course, any morphism of analytic
varieties (f, u) : (X ′, V ′)→ (X,V ) will induce a morphism of toposes
f : ˜AN†(X ′, V ′)→ ˜AN†(X,V ).
As a particular case, if S is a formal V-scheme, we will call
AN†(S) := AN†(Sk, SK)
the category of analytic varieties over S. By functoriality, any morphism of
formal V-schemes v : S′ → S provides us with a morphism of toposes
f : ˜AN†(S′)→ ˜AN†(S).
Proposition 4.10 Let S be a formal V-scheme. Then, up to isomorphism, an
analytic variety over S is is a couple made of a good formal embedding X ⊂ P
over S and a morphism of analytic varieties λ : V → PK over SK . And a
morphism is just a morphism (f, u) : (X ′, V ′) → (X,V ) of analytic varieties
over V where f is an Sk-morphism and u an SK-morphism.
Proof : We know that, up to isomorphism, any morphism of analytic varieties
extends to formal schemes. More precisely, if (X →֒ P ← V ) is an analytic
variety over S, we can embed X in PS and V in (PS)K in order to get another
analytic variety (X →֒ PS ← V ) over S which is clearly isomorphic to the
original one. Everything else follows. 
If S is a formal V-scheme, we have I
†−1
V (S) = Sk and, the morphism of sites
I†V : AN(k)→ AN
†(V)
induces by localization, a morphism of sites
I†S : AN(Sk)→ AN
†(S).
Recall also that if
JS : AN
†(S)→ AN †(V)
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denotes the localization map, then JS! factors through an isomorphism
˜AN†(S) ≃ ˜AN†(V)/S˜ .
Any Sk scheme X defines a sheaf on Sk and we let X/S := JS!I
†
S∗X . Thus, if S
is a formal V-scheme and X is an Sk-scheme, we obtain the important category
AN†(X/S) of analytic varieties overX/S. Note that X/S comes naturally with
a morphism to S in A˜N †(S).
Proposition 4.11 Let S be a formal V-scheme and X an Sk-scheme. Then,
up to isomorphism, an analytic variety over X/S is is a couple made of a
good formal embedding U ⊂ P over S with U an X-scheme and a morphism
of analytic varieties λ : V → PK over SK. And a morphism is just a mor-
phism (f, u) : (X ′, V ′) → (X,V ) of analytic varieties over S where f is an
X-morphism.
Proof : By definition, an analytic variety over X/S is given by an object
(U ⊂ P ← V ) of AN†(V) and a section of the sheaf JS!IS∗X on this object.
Such a section si given by some structural morphism
(U ⊂ P ← V )→ (Sk ⊂ S ← SK)
and a section of IS∗X on (U ⊂ P ← V ) over S. By adjunction, this section
corresponds to a morphism from U := Iˆ−1S (U ⊂ P ← V ) to X over Sk. Sum-
marizing, we get a good formal embedding U ⊂ P over S with U an X-scheme
and a morphism of analytic varieties λ : V → PK over SK as expected. The
last assertion is easily checked. 
Any Sk-morphism f : X
′ → X induces, by functoriality, a morphism of toposes
f : ˜AN†(X ′/S)→ ˜AN†(X/S).
Also, given any analytic variety (X,V ) over S, we have a canonical morphism
of toposes
˜AN†(X,V )→ ˜AN†(X/S).
Proposition 4.12 Let σ : K →֒ K ′ be an isometry of complete ultrametric
fields and denote as usual by V ′ and k′ the valuation ring and residue fields
of K ′. Let S′ be a formal V ′-scheme and X ′ be an S′k′-scheme. Assume that
we are given a morphism of formal schemes v : S′ → S over V → V ′ and a
morphism f : X ′ → X above v. Then, there is a natural morphism of toposes
˜AN†(X ′/S′)→ ˜AN†(X/S).
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Proof : We first consider the composite morphism of toposes
˜AN†(S′)→ ˜AN†(S⊗ˆV ′)→ ˜AN†(S).
The pull back of X is simply X ⊗k k′ and our morphism is induced by the
canonical map X ′ → X ⊗k k′. 
We can say a little more about our functor I† :
Proposition 4.13 The functor
I†V∗ : Sch(k)→
˜AN†(V)
is continuous and left exact, giving rise to a morphism of topos
U †V :
˜AN†(V)→ Ŝch(k).
And we have a sequence of adjoint functors
I†V
−1
, I†V∗ = U
†
V
−1
, U †V∗.
with U †V ◦ I
†
V = Id.
Proof : The functor I†V∗ being a direct image of morphism of sites is au-
tomatically left exact. Moreover, it is also automatically continuous since we
have the coarse topology on the left hand side. 
Actually, localization gives us for each formal scheme S and each Sk-scheme
X , two morphisms of topos
I†X/S : S˜ch(X)→
˜AN†(X/S).
and
U †X/S :
˜AN†(X/S)→ S˜ch(X)
such that, at the topos level, we have a sequence of adjoint functors
I†X/S
−1
, I†X/S∗ = U
†
X/S
−1
, U †X/S∗,
and U †S ◦ I
†
S = Id again. Finally, one can check that
U †S∗(F)(X) = Γ(X/S,F).
We finish this section with a description of inverse image with respect to an
immersion of algebraic varieties.
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Proposition 4.14 Let S be a formal V-scheme and α : Y →֒ X be an im-
mersion of algebraic varieties over Slk. Then, if (U, V ) ∈ AN
†(X/S), we have
αˆ−1(U, V ) = (p−1(Y ), V ) where p : U → X is the structural map.
Proof : By definition, if (U ′, V ′) ∈ AN†(Y/S), a section of αˆ−1(U, V ) on
(U ′, V ′) is a morphism
(f, u) : (U ′, V ′)→ (U, V )
in AN†(X/S).
Then f factors over X through some morphism f ′ : U ′ → p−1(Y ) and we
clearly get a morphism
(f ′, u) : (U ′, V ′)→ (p−1(Y ), V )
in AN†(Y/S) since p−1(Y ) ⊂ U . Conversely, any morphism in AN†(Y/S) gives
by composition such a morphism in AN†(X/S). 
5 Realization of sheaves
Let V be a topological space and T a subset of V . An inclusion V ′′ ⊂ V ′ of
open subsets of V is called a T -isomorphism if V ′ ∩ T = V ′′ ∩ T . A family V ′i
of open subsets of V is called an open T -covering of an open subset V ′ if for
each i, we have V ′i ∩ T ⊂ V
′ and also V ′ ∩ T ⊂ ∪iV ′i .
Lemma 5.1 Let V be a topological space and T a subset of V . Then
1. The category Open(V ) of open subsets of V admits calculus of right frac-
tions with respect to T -isomorphisms.
2. The image topology on the quotient category Open(V )T is generated by
the pretopology of open T -coverings.
3. The inclusion T ⊂ V induces an equivalence of sites
Open(V )T ≃ Open(T )
when T is equipped with the induced topology.
Proof : It is clear that T -isomorphisms form a subcategory which is stable
by intersection with an open subset. The first assertion formally follows. Now,
the inclusion T ⊂ V clearly induces an equivalence of categories
Open(V )T ≃ Open(T ).
And open T -coverings in Open(V ) correspond to open coverings in T . 
As usual, any analytic variety V over K will be endowed with its analytic
topology and we will denote by Van the small topos of sheaves on V .
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Proposition 5.2 Let (X,V ) be an analytic variety over V. The obvious func-
tor V ′ 7→ (X,V ′) on Open(V ) induces a functor
Open(V )]X[V → AN
†(X,V ).
which is continuous, cocontinuous and left exact.
Proof : It is clear that if V ′ ⊂ V ′′ is an ]X [V -isomorphism, then (X,V
′) →֒
(X,V ) is an open strict neighborhood. Moreover, it follows directly from our
definitions that the induced functor is continuous and cocontinuous : any open
]X [V -covering of some open subset V
′ ⊂ V gives rise to an analytic open
covering of (X,V ′) and conversely. It is also clearly left exact. 
Corollary 5.3 If (X,V ) is an analytic variety over V, the functor V ′ 7→
(X,V ′) defines a morphism of sites
ϕX,V : AN
†(X,V )→ Open(V )]X[V ≃ Open(]X [V ).
and a morphism of toposes
ψX,V : (]X [V )an → (X,V )AN†
giving rise to a sequence of adjoint functors at the topos level :
ϕ−1X,V , ϕX,V ∗ = ψ
−1
X,V , ψX,V ∗

Proposition 5.4 If (f, u) : (X ′, V ′) → (X,V ) is a morphism of analytic va-
rieties over V and F a sheaf on ]X [V , the diagram
(X ′, V ′)AN†
ϕX′,V ′
−→ (]X ′[V ′)an
↓ j ↓]f [u
(X,V )AN†
ϕX,V
−→ (]X [V )an
is commutative.
Proof : This follows from the fact that, if W is an open subset of V , then
(f, u)−1(X,W ) = (X ′, u−1(W )). 
Corollary 5.5 If (f, u) : (X ′, V ′) → (X,V ) is a morphism of analytic vari-
eties over V and F an overconvergent sheaf on (X,V ), one has
Γ((X ′, V ′), ϕ−1X,V F) = Γ(]X
′[V ′ , ]f [
−1
u F).
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
Proposition 5.6 If (X,V ) is an analytic variety over V, we have
ϕX,V ◦ ψX,V = Id.
Proof : We have
(ϕX,V ◦ ψX,V )
−1(F) = ψ−1X,V (ϕ
−1
X,V F) = ϕX,V ∗(ϕ
−1
X,V F).
Thus, if V ′ is an open subset of V , we see that
Γ(]X [V ′ , (ϕX,V ◦ ψX,V )
−1(F)) = Γ(]X [V ′ , ϕX,V ∗(ϕ
−1
X,V F))
= Γ((X,V ′), ϕ−1X,V F) = Γ(]X
′[V ′ ,F).

If S is a formal V-scheme, we can apply the above considerations to S, identified
with the analytic variety (Sk, SK) as usual. We obtain two morphism of toposes
ψS : SKan → SAN†
and
ϕS : SAN† → SKan.
By composition, we get that for any overconvergent presheaf T over S, there
is a canonical morphism of toposes
pT : TAN† → SAN† → SKan.
We now turn to the definition of the realizations. If (X,V ) is an analytic variety
over V and F is an overconvergent sheaf on (X,V ), then the sheaf
FX,V := ϕX,V ∗F
on ]X [V will be called the realization of F on ]X [V . We will often write FV
instead of FX,V . In the case V = PK , we will write FX⊂P or FP and call it
the realization of F on X ⊂ P or P . By extension, if T is an overconvergent
presheaf over V , (X,V ) an analytic variety over T and F an analytic sheaf on
T , one defines the realization FX,V of F on (X,V ) as follows : We first take
the inverse image of F by the localization morphism
(X,V )AN† → TAN†
and then, its realization on (X,V ). There is a simpler way to define the re-
alizations of F : Note first that, since the topology of ]X [V is induced by the
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topology of V , any open subset of ]X [V is of the form ]X [V ′ with V
′ open in
V . Moreover, F(X,V ′) is independent of V ′. Then, we simply have
FX,V (]X [V ′) = F(X,V
′).
Using realizations, it is not difficult to describe the morphism ϕX,V . Of course,
by definition, for any overconvergent sheaf F on (X,V ), we have ϕX,V ∗F =
FX,V . But also, if F is a sheaf on ]X [V and (f, u) : (X ′, V ′)→ (X,V ), then
(ϕ−1X,V F)X′,V ′ =]f [
−1
u F .
Finally, if T is an overconvergent presheaf on V , (f, u) : (X ′, V ′) → (X,V ) a
morphism of analytic varieties over T and F ∈ TAN, functoriality gives us a
morphism
φfu :]f [
−1
u FX,V → FX,V ′
on ]X ′[V ′ . Of course the morphisms φfu satisfy the usual compatibility condi-
tion. These data uniquely determine F as the following proposition states.
Proposition 5.7 If T is an overconvergent presheaf on V, the category TAN
is equivalent to the following category :
1. An object is a collection of sheaves FX,V on ]X [V for each (X,V ) ∈
AN†(T ) and morphisms φfuF :]f [
−1
u FX,V → FX,V ′ for each (f, u) :
(X ′, V ′)→ (X,V ), satisfying the usual compatibility condition.
2. A morphism is a collection of morphisms FX,V → GX,V compatible with
the morphisms φfu.
Proof : This is completely standard. 
Proposition 5.8 If T is an overconvergent presheaf on V, the topos TAN† has
enough points. More precisely, if (X,V ) ∈ AN†(T ) and x ∈]X [V , then the
functor F 7→ FV,x is a fiber functor and they form a conservative family.
Proof : The point x ∈]X [V defines a point of the topos ]X [V an and composi-
tion with ψX,V followed by the structural morphism (X,V )AN → TAN† gives a
point of our topos. We have to show that this family of points is conservative.
Since the points of a topological space form a conservative family, it is sufficient
to note that the “family” of realization functors {F 7→ FX,V }(X,V )∈AN†(T ) is
faithful. 
Again, we consider the case of an immersion of algebraic varieties.
Proposition 5.9 Let S be a formal V-scheme, α : Y →֒ X an immersion
of Sk-schemes, and (U, V ) ∈ AN
†(X/S). Let p : U → X be the structural
map, U ′ = p−1(Y ) and ]α[:]U ′[V →֒]U [V the inclusion map. If F is a sheaf on
AN†(X/S), then
(αAN†∗F)V =]α[∗FV .
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Proof : We have seen in proposition 4.14 that α−1AN(U, V ) = (U
′, V ), and it
follows that (αAN∗F)(U, V ) = F(U ′, V ). And the same is true for any open
subset of V . Thus we see that
iU∗(αAN†∗F)V = iU ′∗FV = iU∗]α[∗FV .
Pulling back by iU gives the result. 
Corollary 5.10 If α : Y →֒ X is an open immersion, then αAN†∗ is exact.
Proof : In this case ]α[∗ is the inclusion of a closed subset. 
6 Coherent sheaves
We prove here some general results about coherent sheaves on locally compact
spaces and we apply them to Berkovich analytic spaces.
Proposition 6.1 Let (V,OV ) be a ringed space and i : T →֒ V the inclusion of
a closed subspace. Assume V paracompact or T compact. If F is an OV -module
of finite presentation and G any OV -module, the canonical map
lim
−→
HomOV ′ (F|V ′ ,G|V ′)→ Homi−1OV (i
−1F , i−1G),
where V ′ runs through all open neighborhoods of T , is an isomorphism.
Proof : Since F is finitely presented, we have
i−1HomOV (F ,G) = Homi−1OV (i
−1F , i−1G)
and therefore,
Homi−1OV (i
−1F , i−1G) = Γ(T, i−1HomOV (F ,G)).
Since T is compact, or closed in V paracompact, it follows from [12], Proposition
2.5, that
Γ(T, i−1HomOV (F ,G)) = lim−→
Γ(V ′,HomOV (F ,G)|V ′)
and we know that local hom commute to localization. 
Corollary 6.2 With the same hypothesis, if F and G are two OV -modules of
finite presentation such that i−1F = i−1G, there exists an open neighborhood
V ′ of T in V such that F|V ′ = G|V ′ .

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Proposition 6.3 Let (V,OV ) be a locally compact ringed space and i : T →֒ V
the inclusion of a locally closed subspace. If OV is a coherent ring, then i−1OV
is also a coherent ring.
Proof : We may clearly assume that T is closed in V . We have to show that
if W is an open subset of V and m : i−1ONW → i
−1OW a morphism, then kerm
is of finite type. Given any x ∈ T , there exists an open subset U of V and a
compact subset K of V such that x ∈ U ⊂ K ⊂W . Since K ∩T is compact, it
follows from Proposition 6.1 that there exists an open neighborhood U ′ ofK∩T
in W and a morphism n : ONU ′ → OU ′ whose restriction to K ∩ T coincides
with the restriction of m. The same thing is obviously true over U ∩ T . Since
OV is coherent, the kernel of n is of finite type. Since pull back is exact, the
restriction of m to U ∩ T is also of finite type. And we are done. 
Proposition 6.4 Let (V,OV ) be a locally compact ringed space and i : T →֒ V
the inclusion of a closed subspace. Assume that T is compact or V is countable
at infinity. If F is a coherent i−1OV -module of finite presentation, there exists
an open neighborhood V ′ of T in V and a coherent OV ′-module G such that
F = i−1V ′ G.
Proof : Let F be a coherent i−1OV -module. For each x ∈ T , there exists
a sequence x ∈ U ⊂ K ⊂ W with U ,W open in V and K compact and a
morphism m : i−1OrW → i
−1OsW with F|W∩T = cokerm. Since K ∩ T is
compact, it follows from Proposition 6.1 that there exists an open neighborhood
U ′ of K ∩ T in V and a morphism n : OrU ′ → O
s
U ′ whose restriction to K ∩ T
coincides with the restriction of m. Let G′ := cokern. We may replace U with
U ∩ U ′ in order to have U ⊂ U ′. If we set G := G′|U , we have i
−1G = F|U∩T .
Thus, if we assume that T is compact, we see that we can find a finite open
covering {Uk}nk=1 of T in V , and for each k a coherent OUk module Gk such
that i−1Gk = F|Uk∩T . More precisely, there exists for each k an open subset
U ′k of V with Uk ⊂ U
′
k, a compact subset Kk of V with Kk ∩ T ⊂ U
′
k and
a coherent module G′k on U
′
k whose restriction to Kk ∩ T coincides with the
restriction of F . In particular, the restrictions of G′k and G
′
l to Kk ∩ Kl ∩ T
coincide. It follows from Corollary 6.2 that there exists an open neighborhood
U ′kl of Kk ∩ Kl ∩ T in V such that (G
′
k)|U ′kl = (G
′
l)|U ′kl . Now, since there are
only a finite number of them, we may shrink each U ′k in order to have for each
pair (k, l), U ′k ∩ U
′
l ⊂ U
′
kl. We can then, for each k, replace Uk by Uk ∩ U
′
k and
still get a covering of T . We have for each pair (k, l), (Gk)|Uk∩Ul = (Gl)|Uk∩Ul .
It follows that the Gk glue together in order to give a coherent OV ′ -module G
such that F = i−1V ′ G.
We now consider the second case, namely we assume that V is countable at
infinity. In other words, we assume that V is an increasing union of compact
subsets Kn, n ∈ N. Since, for each n ∈ N, T ∩Kn is compact in Kn, it follows
from the first case that the restriction of our coherent i−1OV -module F to
Kn ∩ T extends to some coherent module Gn on some open neighborhood Vn
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of Kn ⊂ T in V . By induction, we may assume that Vn ⊂ Vn+1 and, using
Corollary 6.2 again, that Gn+1|Vn = Gn so that they glue in order to give a
coherent module G on V ′ = ∪Vn. 
If OV is a sheaf of rings on some topological space V , we write Coh(OV ) for
the category of coherent OV -modules on V .
Corollary 6.5 Let (V,OV ) be a locally compact ringed space that is countable
at infinity with OV coherent. Let i : T →֒ V the inclusion of a closed subspace.
Then, the restriction functors Coh(OV ′)→ Coh(i−1OV ) where V ′ runs trough
all inclusions of open neighborhoods of T in V induce an equivalence of cate-
gories
lim
−→
Coh(OV ′) ≃ Coh(i
−1OV ).
Proof : Using the previous proposition, this is an immediate consequence of
Proposition 6.1. 
We will now apply these results to our analytic varieties. We have the first
fundamental result:
Proposition 6.6 If (X,V ) is an analytic variety over V, then i−1X OV is a
coherent ring.
Proof : This is a direct application of Proposition 6.3. 
The next step consists in applying the results of corollary 6.5. We will say
that an analytic variety (X,V ) is countable at infinity if there exists a strict
neighborhood V ′ of X in V which is countable at infinity with ]X [V closed in
V ′.
Proposition 6.7 i) If X ⊂ P is a formal embedding with P quasi-compact,
then (X,PK) is countable at infinity.
ii) Locally, any good analytic variety (X,V ) is countable at infinity.
Proof : We prove the first assertion : we have ]X [P closed in ]X¯ [P and
]X¯ [P open in PK . It is therefore sufficient to recall that the tube ]X¯ [P is the
increasing union of the closed tubes [X¯ ]Pη, that these closed tubes are closed
subsets of PK , which is compact, and are therefore compact themselves.
Now, we prove the second assertion : we may first shrink V in order to have
]X [V closed in V , and then use the fact that any good variety has a basis of
open subsets countable at infinity. 
Proposition 6.8 If (X,V ) is an analytic variety over S which is countable at
infinity, we have an equivalence of categories
lim
−→
Coh(OV ′) ≃ Coh(i
−1
X OV )
when V ′ runs trough all inclusions of open neighborhoods of ]X [V in V .
Proof : This is a particular case of corollary 6.5. 
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7 Crystals
With the use of Berkovich theory, we do not need Berthelot’s j† construction
as the next result shows.
Proposition 7.1 Let (X,V ) be an analytic variety over V and F any sheaf
on V . If ]X [V is closed in V , we have
j†F := lim
−→
j′∗j
′−1F = i∗i
−1F ,
where j′ runs through all strict neighborhoods of X in V .
Proof : It is true in general that if V is a topological space whose points
are closed, then any subset T of V is an intersection of open subsets. It follows
that if T is closed in V and F any sheaf, then
j†F := lim
−→
j′∗j
′−1F = i∗i
−1F ,
where j′ : V ′ →֒ V runs through all inclusions of open neighborhoods of T in
V and i : T →֒ V denotes the inclusion map. This is easily checked by looking
at the stalks. 
Proposition 7.2 i) Any morphism (f, u) : (X ′, V ′) → (X,V ) of analytic
varieties over V induces a morphism of ringed spaces
(]f [†u, ]f [u∗) : (]X
′[V ′ , i
−1
X′,V ′OV ′)→ (]X [V , i
−1
X,VOV ).
and we have for all i−1X,VOV -module F ,
]f [†uF = i
−1
X′,V ′u
∗iX,V ∗F .
ii) Let (X,V ) be an analytic variety, F a i−1X,VOV -module and α : Y →֒ X
the inclusion of a subscheme, then ]α[†V F =]α[
−1
V F .
Proof : Pulling back by iX′,V ′ the canonical map u
−1OV → OV ′ gives
]f [−1u i
−1
X,VOV = i
−1
X′,V ′u
−1OV → i
−1
X′,V ′OV ′
and we get a morphism of ringed spaces as asserted. If F is a sheaf on ]X [V ,
we have
]f [−1u F =]f [
−1
u i
−1
X,V iX,V ∗F = i
−1
X′,V ′u
−1iX,V ∗F .
Thus, if F is a i−1X,VOV -module, we see that
]f [†uF = i
−1
X′,V ′OV ′ ⊗i−1
X′,V ′
u−1OV
i−1X′,V ′u
−1iX,V ∗F
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= i−1X′,V ′ [OV ′ ⊗u−1OV u
−1iX,V ∗F ] = i
−1
X′,V ′u
∗iX,V ∗F .
The formula in the second assertion comes from
]α[†V F = i
−1
X′,V iX,V ∗F =]α[
−1
V i
−1
X,V iX,V ∗F =]α[
−1
V F

Actually, in practice, we will often write u† and u∗ instead of ]f [
†
u and ]f [u∗.
On the other hand, when u = IdV , we will write ]f [V as we actually did in the
second part of the proposition. We will also write i−1X OV := i
−1
X,VOV .
Corollary 7.3 The presheaf of rings
O†V : (X,V ) 7→ Γ(]X [V , i
−1
X OV )
is a sheaf on AN†(V).
Proof : Follows from the first part of the proposition. 
This is the sheaf of overconvergent functions on V . If T is an overconvergent
presheaf on V , the localization O†T of O
†
V to AN
†(T ) is the sheaf of overconver-
gent functions on T . A module over this ring will be called an overconvergent
module on T . By definition, the realization of O†V on some analytic variety
(X,V ) is just i−1X,VOV . Note also that if f : T
′ → T is a morphism of analytic
presheaves on V , we have
f−1
AN†
O†T = O
†
T ′ .
If E is an overconvergent module on (X,V ), then EV is a i
−1
X OV -module and
for all morphisms
(f, u) : (X ′, V ′)→ (X,V ),
the morphism φuE :]f [
−1
u EV → EV ′ on ]X
′[V ′ extends to a i
−1
X OV ′ -linear map
φ†fuE :]f [
†
uEV → EV ′ .
Proposition 7.4 Let (X,V ) be an analytic variety over V. Then,
1. There is a canonical morphism of ringed spaces
(ϕ†X,V , ϕX,V ∗) : (AN
†(X,V ),O†(X,V ))→ (]X [V , i
−1
X OV ).
2. If F is any i−1X OV -module and (f, u) : (X
′, V ′) → (X,V ) is any mor-
phism, then the realization of ϕ†X,V F on (X
′, V ′) is just ]f [†uF .
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3. If E is an overconvergent module on (X,V ), then the realization of the
adjunction map
ϕ†X,V ϕX,V ∗E → E
along some (f, u) : (X ′, V ′) → (X,V ) is the transition map φ†uE :
]f [†uEV → EV ′ .
Proof : We know that
i−1X OV = ϕX,V ∗O
†
(X,V ).
The first assertion follows formally from this fact. Now, by definition, we have
ϕ†X,V F = O
†
(X,V ) ⊗ϕ−1X,V i
−1
X OV
ϕ−1X,V F .
Since realization on (X ′, V ′) is the the pull-back by ψX′,V ′ , it commutes to
tensor products and we see that
(ϕ†X,V F)X′,V ′ = i
−1
X′OV ′⊗]f [−1u i−1X OV
]f [−1u F =]f [
†
uF .
The case F = EV gives the last result. 
Proposition 7.5 If T is an overconvergent presheaf on V, the category of
overconvergent modules on T is equivalent to the following category :
1. An object is a collection of i−1X OV -modules EX,V on ]X [V for each
(X,V ) ∈ AN†(T ) and i−1X′OV ′-linear maps φ
†
fuE :]f [
†
uEX,V → EX′,V ′
for each morphism
(f, u) : (X ′, V ′)→ (X,V )
of analytic varieties over T , satisfying the usual compatibility conditions.
2. A morphism is a collection of i−1X OV -linear maps EX,V → E
′
X,V compat-
ible with the morphisms φ†fu.
Proof : As usual. 
Let T be an overconvergent presheaf on V . An overconvergent module E on T
is an overconvergent crystal if all the transition maps φ†fuE in proposition 7.5
are isomorphisms. We denote this full subcategory by Cris†(T/S). Note that
an overconvergent module E on T is a crystal if and only if for all (X,V ) ∈
AN†(T ), E/(X,V ) is an overconvergent crystal on (X,V ). It is actually sufficient
to check it for an analytic covering {(Xi, Vi)}i∈I of T . We should also remark
that any morphism of analytic presheaves f : T ′ → T provides a functor
f−1AN : Cris
†(T ′)→ Cris†(T ).
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Proposition 7.6 If (X,V ) is an analytic variety over V, the functors ϕ†X,V
and ϕX,V ∗ induce an equivalence of categories between Cris
†(X,V ) and the
category of i−1X OV -modules on ]X [V . In particular, Cris
†(X,V ) is an abelian
category with tensor product, internal hom and enough injectives.
Proof : It follows from the second assertion of 7.4 that if F is any i−1X OV -
module, then ϕ†X,V F is a crystal and the adjunction map ϕX,V ∗ϕ
†
X,V F → F is
bijective. Now, if E is an overconvergent crystal on (X,V ), we know from the
last assertion of 7.4 that the realization of the adjunction map ϕ†X,V ϕX,V ∗E →
E along any (f, u) : (X ′, V ′) → (X,V ) is the transition map φ†uE :]f [
†
uEV →
EV ′ , which is by hypothesis, an isomorphism. It follows that this adjunction
map is also an isomorphism. 
Corollary 7.7 If T is an overconvergent presheaf on V, the category Cris†(T )
is an additive subcategory of the category of overconvergent modules which is
stable under cokernel, extensions and tensor product.
Proof : We may clearly assume that T = (X,V ) in which case everything
follows from the right exactness of ϕ†X,V . 
Proposition 7.8 Let T be an overconvergent presheaf on V. If E is an over-
convergent crystal on T and E′ is any overconvergent module, then for each
analytic variety (X,V ) over T , we have
HomO†T
(E,E′)X,V = Homi−1X OV
(EX,V , E
′
X,V ).
Proof : It is again sufficient to consider the case T = (X,V ). Then, our
assertion formally follows from Proposition 7.6. Namely, we have
HomO†
S/X,V
(E,E′)X,V = ϕX,V ∗HomO†
S/X,V
(ϕ†X,V ϕX,V ∗E,E
′)
= HomϕX,V ∗O†S/X,V
(ϕX,V ∗E,ϕX,V ∗E
′) = Homi−1X OV
(EX,V , E
′
X,V ). 
At this point, we need to introduce finiteness conditions.
Proposition 7.9 Let T be an overconvergent presheaf over V. An overconver-
gent module E on T is finitely presented if and only if it is a crystal and for all
analytic varieties (X,V ) over T , EV is a coherent i
−1
X OV -module. Moreover,
E is locally free of rank r if and only if for all (X,V ) over T , EV is a locally
free i−1X OV -module of rank r.
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Proof : The question being local on AN(T ), we may assume that T = (X,V ).
Then, since both ϕX,V ∗ and ϕ
†
X,V are additive and right exact, our assertions
follow directly from the fact that O†X,V is a crystal. 
If T is an overconvergent presheaf on V , we will denote by Mod†fp(T ) the cate-
gory of overconvergent modules of finite presentation on T .
Proposition 7.10 Let T be an overconvergent presheaf on V. If E,E′ ∈
Mod†fp(T ), then
HomO†
T/S
(E,E′) ∈ Mod†fp(T ).
In particular, it is a crystal.
Proof : If (f, u) : (X ′, V ′)→ (X,V ) is a morphism over T , we have
]f [†uHomO†T
(E,E′)X,V =]f [
†
uHomi−1X OV
(EX,V , E
′
X,V )
and since EX,V is finitely presented, we have
]f [†uHomi−1X OV
(EX,V , E
′
X,V ) = Homi−1
X′
OV
(]f [†uEX,V , ]f [
†
uE
′
X,V )
and since we are dealing with crystals, we have
Homi−1
X′
OV
(]f [†uEX,V , ]f [
†
uE
′
X,V ) = Homi−1
X′
OV
(EX′,V ′ , E
′
X′,V ′)
and we get
]f [†uHomO†
T/S
(E,E′)X,V = HomO†T
(E,E′)X′,V ′ . 
We will finish this section with the study of immersions of algebraic varieties.
We need some preliminary results.
Lemma 7.11 Let i : T →֒ V be the inclusion of a subspace in a topological
space, A a sheaf of rings on V , and F and G two A-modules. Then
i∗i
−1(F ⊗A G) = i∗i
−1F ⊗A G.
Proof : Since tensor product commutes to pull-back, this immediately fol-
lows from the fact that i∗ is fully faithful. 
The following lemma is analogous to Proposition 2.1.4 of [5].
Lemma 7.12 Let (f, u) : (X ′, V ′)→ (X,V ) be a morphism of analytic varieties
over V. Assume that ]X [V is closed in V and that u
−1
K (]X [V ) =]X
′[V ′ . Let us
write i :]X [V →֒ V and i′ :]X ′[V ′ →֒ V ′ for the inclusion maps. Then, if F is
any OV -module, we have
u∗i∗i
−1F ≃ i′∗i
′−1u∗F .
In particular, if F is a i−1X OV -module, we have
u∗i∗F ≃ i
′
∗]f [
†
uF .
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Proof : Using the previous lemma, our statement is a formal consequence of
the fact that, with our hypothesis (a cartesian square with a closed embedding),
we have for any sheaf, u−1i∗F = i′∗u
−1F . 
Proposition 7.13 Let S be a formal V-scheme and α : Y →֒ X an open im-
mersion of Sk-schemes. If E is an overconvergent crystal on Y/S then αAN∗E
is an overconvergent crystal on X/S. In other words, αAN∗ induces a functor
αAN∗ : Cris
†(Y/S)→ Cris†(X/S).
Proof : We are given an overconvergent crystal E on Y/S, and a morphism
(f, u) = (X ′, V ′)→ (U, V ) in AN(X/S). We want to show that
]f [†u(αAN∗E)V = (αAN∗E)V ′ .
We may clearly assume that U = X . We call Y ′ the pull-back of Y in X ′,
and denote by α′ : Y ′ →֒ X ′ the inclusion map. Using Proposition 5.9, our
condition can be rewritten
]f [†u]α[V ∗EY,V =]α
′[V ′∗EY ′,V ′ .
But if g : Y ′ → Y denotes the map induced by f , we have EY ′,V ′ =]g[†uEY,V .
We are thus reduced to show that
]f [†u◦]α[V ∗=]α
′[V ′∗◦]g[
†
u.
We may split the verification in two parts. So we assume first that u = IdV .
We simply have here ]f [†=]f [−1 and ]g[†=]g[−1. Thus, we are reduced to check
that ]f [−1◦]α′[∗=]α[∗◦]g[−1 which follows from the fact that ]Y ]V is closed in
]X [V (and the diagram is cartesian).
We assume now that P ′ = P and f = IdX , in which case, also g = IdY .
Shrinking V and V ′ if necessary, we may also assume that ]X [V and ]X [V ′ are
closed in V . Moreover, since iX,V ′∗ is fully faithful, it is sufficient to prove that
iX,V ′∗◦]IdX [
†
u◦]i[V ∗= iX,V ′∗◦]α
′[V ′∗◦]IdY [
†
u.
We are in the situation of applying lemma 7.12 both to X and Y . On the left
hand side, we get
iX,V ′∗◦]IdX [
†
u◦]α[V ∗= u
∗ ◦ iX,V ∗◦]α[V ∗= u
∗ ◦ iY,V ∗
and on the On the right hand side, we get
iX,V ′∗◦]α
′[V ′∗◦]IdY [
†
u= iY,V ′∗◦]IdY [
†
u= u
∗ ◦ iY,V ∗. 
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8 Stratifications
In this section (and the next one), we fix a formal V-scheme S. We will use the
notion of stratification as a bridge between crystals and modules with integrable
connection.
Let (X,V ) an analytic variety over S. We embed X diagonally in P 2 := P×SP
and denote by
p1, p2 : V
2 := V ×SK V → V
the projections. An overconvergent stratification on a i−1X OV -module F is an
isomorphism
ǫ : p†2F ≃ p
†
1F
on ]X [V 2 , called the Taylor isomorphism of E, satisfying the usual cocycle
condition on triple products. A morphism of overconvergent stratified modules
is a morphism of i−1X OV -modules compatible with the data. We denote this
category by Strat†(X,V/S). We will also set :
H†(F) := ker
[
ǫ ◦ p−12 − p
−1
1 : p]X[V /S∗F → p]X[V 2/S∗p
†
1F
]
.
Lemma 8.1 If (f, u) : (X ′, V ′) → (X,V ) is a morphism of analytic varieties
over V with u flat in a neighborhood of ]X ′[V ′ , then ]f [†u is exact.
Proof : Our assumtions is that that u−1OV → OV ′ is flat. Pulling back by
i−1X′ , we see that
]f [−1u i
−1
X OV = i
−1
X′u
−1OV → i
−1
X′OV ′
is also flat. And this is what we want. 
Proposition 8.2 Let (X,V ) an analytic variety over S. Then, the category
Strat†(X,V/S) is an additive category with cokernels and the forgetful functor
to from Strat†(X,V/S) to the category of i−1X OV -modules is right exact and
faithful. Moreover, if V is universally flat in a neighborhood of ]X [V over SK ,
then Strat†(X,V/S) is even an abelian category and the forgetful functor is
exact.
Proof : It is clear that we have an additive category and that the forgetful
functor is faithful. We will show, when V is universally flat, the existence
of a stratification on the kernel of a morphism of dagger stratified modules
m : F → G, and also that this new structure turns kerm into a kernel in the
category of dagger stratified modules. The analogous result for cokernels is
showed exactly in the same way (without the flatness assumption).
If V is universally flat over S, the projections p1 and p2 are flat. It follows
from the lemma that p†1 and p
†
2 are exact. Thus, we see that ǫF induces an iso-
morphism p†2(kerm) ≃ p
†
1(kerm) which is obviously a stratification on kerm.
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Clearly, if the image of a morphism of dagger stratified modules H → F is
contained in kerm, the induced map H → kerm is compatible with the strati-
fications. 
We will need an infinitesimal version of this notion of dagger stratification. We
want first to recall some notions concerning analytic varieties. If W is a fixed
analytic space over K and V an analytic space over W , we will write V (n) for
the n-th infinitesimal neighborhood of V in V ×W V and p
(n)
1 , p
(n)
2 : V
(n) → V
for the projections. By definition, there is an exact sequence
0→ Ω1V/W → OV (2) → OV → 0.
We can define stratifications, modules with (integrable) connexion and the
sheaf of differential operators DV/W as usual. Everything behaves as expected.
Now, if (X ⊂ P ← V ) ∈ AN†(S), we may take W = SK and consider
(X ⊂ P ×S P ← V
(n)) ∈ AN(S).
A stratification on a i−1X OV -module F is a compatible sequence of Taylor iso-
morphisms
{ǫ(n) : p
(n)†
2 F ≃ p
(n)†
1 F}n∈N
that satisfy the cocycle condition on triple products (and ǫ(0) = IdF ). A mor-
phism of stratified modules is a morphism of i−1X OV -modules that is compatible
with the data. We will write
H(n)(F) := ker
[
(ǫ(n) ◦ (p
(n)
2 )
−1)− (p
(n)
1 )
−1 : p]X[V /S∗F → p]X[V /S∗p
(n)†
1 F
]
.
A connexion on a i−1X OV -module F is an OSK -linear map
∇ : F → F ⊗i−1X OV
i−1X Ω
1
V/SK
satisfying the Leibniz rule. A horizontal map is a i−1X OV -linear map compatible
with the connexions. Integrability is defined in the usual way.
Stratified modules i−1X OV -modules form a category Strat(X,V/S) and i
−1
X OV -
modules with integrable connexion make a category MIC(X,V/S). As usual,
there is an obvious forgetful functor Strat(X,V/S) → MIC(X,V/S) sending
{ǫ(n)}n∈N to the morphism
∇ = (ǫ(1) ◦ (p
(1)
2 )
−1)− (p
(1)
1 )
−1 : F → F ⊗i−1X OV
i−1X Ω
1
V/SK
⊂ p
(2)†
1 F .
When CharK = 0 and V is smooth in the neighborhood of ]X [V , it is not hard
to see that there is an equivalence
Strat(X,V/S) ≃MIC(X,V/S)
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and that H(n)(F) is independent of n, for n > 0, and canonically isomorphic
to F∇=0.
We can do better with some finiteness conditions. In general, if F and G
are two i−1X OV -modules with integrable connexions, then Homi−1X OV
(F ,G) has
a natural integrable connexion given by ∇(m)(x) = ∇(m(x)) − (m ⊗ Id)(x).
Moreover, we have
Γ(]X [V ,Homi−1X OV
(F ,G)∇=0) = HomMIC(X,V/S)(F ,G).
In the same way, if F and G be coherent stratified i−1X OV -modules, then
Homi−1X OV
(F ,G) has a natural stratification and we have
lim←−Γ(]X [V ,H
(n)[Homi−1X OV
(F ,G)]) = HomStrat(X,V/S)(F ,G)
Moreover, the canonical functor
Strat(X,V/S)→ MIC(X,V/S)
is compatible with these constructions. We now come back to overconvergent
stratifications: By restriction, there is an obvious functor
Strat†(X,V/S)→ Strat(X,V/S)
and a compatible family of canonical maps H†(F) → Hn(F). Assume
that F and G are two coherent dagger stratified i−1X OV -modules. Then
Homi−1X OV
(F ,G) has a natural dagger stratification and
Γ(]X [V ,H
†[Homi−1X OV
(F ,G)]) = HomStrat†(X,V/S)(F ,G)
Again, the canonical functor
Strat†(X,V/S)→ Strat(X,V/S)
is compatible with these constructions.
In the next proposition, we will need to localize with respect to the
Grothendieck topology of an analytic variety V . It might be convenient to
denote by VG the corresponding Grothendieck space and by πV : VG → V the
canonical morphism of ringed spaces. Note that, by functoriality, if i : T →֒ V
is the inclusion of an analytic domain and F a sheaf on V , then
Γ(T, i−1F) = Γ(T, π−1V F).
If F is an OV -module, it is common to write FG = π∗V F . When V is good, we
get an equivalence on coherent sheaves.
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Proposition 8.3 If V is a good analytic variety and F is a coherent sheaf on
V , then the canonical map π−1V F → FG is injective.
Proof : It is sufficient to show that if W is an affinoid domain inside V , the
canonical map
Γ(W,π−1V F)→ Γ(W,FG)
is injective. By definition, we have
Γ(W,π−1V F) = lim−→
W⊂U
Γ(U,F)
where U runs through analytic open subsets of V . It is therefore sufficient to
prove that if U is an open neighborhood of W in V and s ∈ Γ(U,F) is sent to
0 ∈ Γ(W,F), then there exists an open neighborhood U ′ of W in V such that
s|U ′ = 0. Of course, this will follow if we show that for each x ∈ W , the stalk
of s at x is zero. But if we denote by FW the coherent sheaf on W induced by
F (i.e. FW := πW∗(FG)|W ), the image of s in the stalk of FW at x is zero. It
is therefore sufficient to check that the map
Fx → FWx
is injective. Since V is good, we may assume that V and W are both affinoid
with A := Γ(V,OV ) and M := Γ(V,F). And we want to show that the map
OV,x ⊗A M → OW,x ⊗A M
is injective. This is an immediate consequence of the flatness of the inclusion
map W →֒ V . 
Proposition 8.4 Let X →֒ P be a good admissible formal embedding into
a quasi-compact formal S-scheme which is smooth at X. If F is a coherent
overconvergent stratified module on (X ⊂ P )/S, then
H†(F) = lim←−H
(n)(F).
Proof : In each case, we denote by p1 :]X [P 2→]X [P and p
(n)
1 :]X [P (n)→]X [P
the first projection. By definition, it is sufficient to show that the natural map
p]X[P2/S∗p
†
1F → lim←− p]X[P /S∗p
(n)†
1 F
is injective. It is even sufficient to check that the canonical map
p1∗p
†
1F → lim←−
p
(n)†
1 F
is injective. Since F is coherent and (X,PK) countable at infinity, it is sufficient
to consider sheaves of the form i−1F where F is a coherent module on some
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good smooth strict neighborhood of X in V and i :]X [P →֒ V denotes the
inclusion map. In this situation, we want to show that
p1∗i
′−1p∗1F → lim←−
i−1p
(n)∗
1 F
is injective with i′ :]X [P 2 →֒ V
2.
Now, we want to use the Grothendieck topology but we need to be very careful
because ]X [P might not be good. Anyway, since V is good, F extends uniquely
to a coherent sheaf FG = π
∗
V F for the Grothendieck topology of V . If W is an
analytic open subset of ]X [P , since V
2 is good and p∗1FG coherent, it follows
from lemma 8.3 that there is a natural injective map
Γ(W, p1∗i
′−1p∗1F) = Γ(p
−1
1 (W ), i
′−1p∗1F)
= Γ(p−11 (W ), π
−1
V 2p
∗
1F) →֒ Γ(p
−1
1 (W ), π
∗
V 2p
∗
1F)
= Γ(W, p1∗p
∗
1π
∗
V F) = Γ(W, p1∗p
∗
1FG).
For the same reason, we also have an injection
Γ(W, lim
←−
i−1p
(n)∗
1 F) →֒ Γ(W, lim←−
p
(n)∗
1 FG).
It is therefore sufficient to show that the morphism
p1∗p
∗
1FG → lim←−
p
(n)∗
1 FG
is injective. Now the question is local for the Grothendieck topology on ]X [P .
It is therefore also local on P and we may assume that P is affine, that X is
closed in P , and that we have local coordinates t1, . . . , tn. They induce local
coordinates τ1, . . . , τn on P ×S P with respect to the first projection p1. Using
Lemma 4.4 of [3] (or proposition 2.7), we get an isomorphism
]X [P2≃]X [AˆnP
=]X [P×KB
n(0, 1−).
and we may use lemma 8.5 below. 
Lemma 8.5 Let V be a good analytic variety and B any non trivial ball (open
or closed) with coordinates t1, . . . , tn. Denote by
p : V ×K B→ V
and
p(n) : V ×K M(K[t]/(t)
n)→ V,
the projections. If F is a coherent OV -module, the canonical map
p∗p
∗F → lim
←−
n
p(n)∗F
is injective.
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Proof: Since we work with coherent sheaves and good analytic spaces, we
may freely use the Grothendieck topology. Taking inverse limits, it is sufficient
to consider the case of a closed ball. We may even assume that it has radius
1. Moreover, it is sufficient to check that, when V is affine, the map
Γ(V, p∗p
∗F)→ Γ(V, lim
←−
n
p(n)∗F)
is injective. If we let A := Γ(V,OV ) and M := Γ(V,F), this map is the
canonical map
M ⊗A A{t} →M ⊗A A[[t]].
By induction on the number of generators of M , we may assume that M is a
quotient of A. It is therefore an affinoid algebra and we are reduced to the case
M = A which is part of the definition of the ring of convergent power series. 
Corollary 8.6 If X →֒ P is a good admissible formal embedding into a quasi-
compact formal S-scheme which is smooth at X, the canonical functor
Strat†(X,P/S)→ Strat(X,P/S)
is fully faithful on coherent modules.
Proof : Follows from the above description of morphisms in both categories.

9 Crystals and connections
In this last section (as in the previous one), we fix a formal V-scheme S.
If (X,V ) is an analytic variety over S we will denote by XV /S the sieve gen-
erated by the (image of the) canonical morphism (X,V ) → X/S of overcon-
vergent presheaves on V . When V = PK , we will write XP instead of XV .
By definition, if (X,V ) is an analytic variety over S, the category AN†(XV /S)
is essentially the full subcategory of AN†(X/S) consisting of all (X ′, V ′) such
that the canonical map X ′ → X lifts to some morphism (X ′, V ′) → (X,V ).
Of course, any morphism (f, u) : (X ′, V ′)→ (X,V ) of analytic varieties over S
induces a morphism of analytic presheaves fu : X
′
V ′/S → XV /S which in turn
gives a morphism of toposes
fu : (XV /S)AN† → (X
′
V ′/S)AN† .
Since we will need it later, note also the following. Let (X,V ) be an analytic
variety over S and W an open subset of SK . If pV : V → SK denotes the
structural map and V ′ := p−1V (W ), then
Γ(W, pXV /S∗F) = Γ(XV ′/S,F).
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Lemma 9.1 Let f : X ′ → X be a morphism of Sk-schemes that extends in two
ways to morphisms
(f, u1) : (X
′, V ′)→ (X,V )
and
(f, u2) : (X
′, V ′)→ (X,V )
of analytic varieties over S. If E is an overconvergent crystal on (XV /S), there
is a canonical isomorphism
ǫV : u
†
2EV ≃ u
†
1EV .
Proof : Just take
ǫV := φ
†
u1 ◦ (φ
†
u2 )
−1 : u†2EV ≃ EV ′ ≃ u
†
1EV .

Proposition 9.2 Let (X,V ) an analytic variety over S. Then, the functor
Cris†(XV /S)→ Strat
†(X,V/S), E 7→ (F , ǫ)
with F := EV and
ǫ := ǫV : p
†
2EV ≃ p
†
1EV
is an equivalence of categories. Moreover, we have
pXV /S∗E ≃ H
†(F).
Proof : If (f, u) : (X ′, V ′) → (X,V ) is a morphism in AN(S), we have to
set E′V := u
†F . Now, if we are given two such morphisms (f, u1) : (X ′, V ′)→
(X,V ) and (f, u2) : (X
′, V ′)→ (X,V ), we can consider the diagonal morphism
(f, u) : (X ′, V ′) → (X,V 2). Pulling back the Taylor isomorphism gives a
canonical isomorphism u†2F ≃ u
†
1F . This shows that our definition is essentially
independent of the choices. One easily checks that this gives a quasi-inverse to
our functor.
We still have to prove the second assertion. We already mentioned that if W
is an open subset of SK and V
′ := p−1V/SK (W ), then
Γ(W, pX,V/S∗E) = Γ(XV ′/S,E).
Replacing V by V ′ , we are thus lead to show that Γ(XV /S,E) is the kernel of
ǫ ◦ p−12 − p
−1
1 : Γ(]X [V , EV )→ Γ(]X [V 2 , p
†
1EV )
But we have
Γ(XV /S,E) = lim←−
Γ((X ′, V ′), E)
= lim
←−
Γ(]X ′[V ′ , EX′,V ′) = lim←−
Γ(]X ′[V ′ , ]f [
†
uEX,V )
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Since any morphism factors through its graph, we see that
Γ(XV /S,E) = lim←−
[
Γ(]X [V , EV )
→ Γ(]X [V 2 , p
†
1EV )
→ Γ(]X [V 2 , p
†
2EV )
]
which is what we want. 
Corollary 9.3 Let (X,V ) an analytic variety over S. The realization func-
tor to from Cris†(XV /S) to the category of i
−1
X OV -modules is right exact and
faithful. Moreover, if V is universally flat in a neighborhood of ]X [V over SK ,
then Cris†(XV /S) is even an abelian category and the realization functor is
exact.
Proof : Follows from proposition 8.2. 
Note that there is a sequence of functors
Cris†(XV /S) ≃ Strat
†(X,V/S)
→ Strat(X,V/S)→ MIC(X,V/S).
And there is also a sequence of morphisms
pXV /S∗E ≃ H
†(EV )→ lim←−
H(n)(EV )→ E
∇=0
V .
In both cases, the last arrow is bijective when CharK = 0.
Proposition 9.4 If (X,V ) is an analytic variety over S, then an overconver-
gent module E on XV /S is finitely presented (resp. locally free of rank r) if
and only if it is a crystal and EV is coherent (resp. locally free of rank r).
Moreover, if V is universally flat in the neighborhood of ]X [V over SK , then
Mod†fp(XV /S) is an abelian subcatgegory of Cris
†(XV /S).
Proof : This follows from corollary 7.7 because here, if (f, u) : (X ′, V ′) →
(X,V ) is any morphism of analytic varieties, then EV ′ =]f [
†
uEV will also be
coherent. 
Note that if E,E′ are two overconvergent modules of finite presentation on
XV /S, then the dagger stratified module associated to HomO†
XV /S
(E,E′) is
Homi−1X OV
(EX,V , E
′
X,V ).
Proposition 9.5 Assume CharK = 0. Let X →֒ P be a good admissible
formal embedding into a quasi-compact formal S-scheme which is smooth at
X. Then,
1. The functor Mod†fp(XP /S) → MIC(X,P/S) is fully faithful and its im-
age consists of coherent modules with integrable connexion whose Taylor
series converges on a strict neighborhood of X in P .
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2. If E is an overconvergent module of finite presentation on XP /S, we have
pXP /S∗E = E
∇=0
P .
Proof : It follows from proposition 9.2 that Mod†fp(XP /S) is equivalent to
the category of coherent overconvergent stratified modules and we proved in
corollary 8.6 that the forgetful functor to stratified modules is fully faithful.
Finally, stratified modules are equivalent to modules with integrable connexions
since we assumed CharK = 0. 
Corollary 9.6 Assume CharK = 0. Let X →֒ P be a good admissible formal
embedding into a formal S-scheme which is smooth at X. Then, we have a
canonical equivalence of categories
Mod†fp(XP /S) ≃ Isoc
†(X ⊂ X¯/S).
Proof : Recall that if V is a paracompact analytic variety, and Vrig denotes
its set of rigid points with its rigid analytic topology, we have we have an
equivalence of ringed toposes V˜rig ≃ V˜G. In particular, if V is good, we get
an equivalence of categories Coh(OV ) ≃ Coh(OVrig ). Therefore, it follows
from propositions 4.1 and 7.1 that Isoc†(X ⊂ X¯/S) is equivalent to the full
subcategory of coherent i−1OPK -modules with an integrable connexion whose
Taylor series converges on a strict neighborhood of the diagonal. 
At last we will use the geometric results of section 2. Actually, we will only
need Theorem 2.10 that we can reformulate in the following way :
Theorem 9.7 Let u : P ′ → P be a morphism of good admissible formal em-
beddings over S of an Sk-scheme X which is proper and smooth at X. Then,
the morphism
(IdX , uK) : (X,P
′
K)→ (X,PK).
has locally a section in AN†(S).

If R is a sieve of an object X in a site C, then R is a covering sieve if and only
if the induced morphism on associated sheaves R˜→ X˜ is an isomorphism. And
in this case, we will obtain an equivalence C˜/X ≃ C˜/R.
Corollary 9.8 With the assumptions and notations of the theorem, we have
a canonical isomorphism of toposes
(XP ′/S)AN† ≃ (XP /S)AN† .
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Proof : It follows from the theorem that the morphism of sieves of X/S,
XP ′/S →֒ XP /S, which is always a monomorphism, induces an isomorphism on
the associated sheaves. Therefore, we get an equivalence on localized toposes.

Proposition 9.9 Let X →֒ P be a good admissible formal embedding with P
proper and smooth over S at X, then (X,PK) is a covering of X/S in AN
†(V).
Proof : We have to show that, given any (U ⊂ Q ← V ) ∈ AN†(X/S),
there exists locally, a morphism to (X ⊂ P ← PK). It directly follows from
the definition of the underlying category that it is sufficient to consider the
case where V = QK . Moreover, the embedding Q
flat →֒ Q of the maximal
admissible formal subscheme gives an isomorphism on the generic fibers. We
may therefore also assume that Q is admissible. We consider the graph U ⊂
Q×S P and the projections
p : Q×S P → P, q : Q×S P → Q.
It is sufficient to show that (IdU , qK) has locally a section in AN
†(X/S) but
this follows from the Theorem 9.7 since by construction q is proper and smooth
at U . 
Corollary 9.10 If X →֒ P is a good admissible formal embedding over S
with P proper and smooth at X, we get an equivalence of toposes
(XP /S)AN† ≃ (X/S)AN† .
Proof : This follows from Proposition 9.9 which tells us thatXP is a covering
sieve of X and therefore, the sheaf associated to XP /S is exactly X/S. 
Proposition 9.11 Let X be an Sk-scheme.
1. If u : P ′ → P is a morphism of good admissible formal embeddings of X
over S which is proper and smooth at X, we have a canonical equivalence
Cris†(XP /S) ≃ Cris
†(XP ′/S).
2. If X →֒ P is a good admissible formal embedding over S with P proper
and smooth at X, then we have an equivalence of categories
Cris†(X/S) ≃ Cris†(XP /S)
Proof : The first assertion follows from Corollary 9.8 and the second one from
Corollary 9.10. 
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Theorem 9.12 Assume CharK = 0. Let X →֒ P be a good admissible embed-
ding into a formal S-scheme which is proper and smooth at X. Then,
1. The functor
Mod†fp(X/S)→ MIC(X,P/S), E 7→ (EP ,∇)
is fully faithful and its image consists of modules with integrable connexion
whose Taylor series converges on a strict neighborhood of X in P 2.
2. If E is an overconvergent module of finite presentation on X/S, we have
pX/S∗E = E
∇=0
P .
Proof : This follows from theorem 9.11. More precisely, we have the following
sequence of functors
Cris†(X/S) ≃ Cris†(XP /S)
≃ Strat†(X,P/S) →֒ Strat(X,P/S) ≃ MIC(X,P/S)
and a sequence of morphisms
pX/S∗E ≃ pXP /S∗E ≃ H
†(EP ) →֒ lim←−
H(n)(EP ) ≃ E
∇=0
P .
(in both cases, the last arrow also is bijective because CharK = 0). 
For the last results, we consider only varieties which admit a good admissible
formal embedding into a quasi-compact formal S-scheme which is proper and
smooth atX . This applies in particular to quasi-projective varieties. In general,
it would be necessary to glue, but as it is the tradition in rigid cohomology, we
will not get through this matter here. We will consider the general case in a
future article.
Proposition 9.13 If X an Sk-scheme, then Mod
†
fp(X/S) is an abelian cate-
gory. Moreover, if f : X ′ → X is any Sk-morphism, then
f−1AN : Mod
†
fp(X/S)→ Mod
†
fp(X
′/S)
is exact.
Proof : The first assertion results from proposition 9.4. For the second one,
we may choose a good admissible embedding, both for X and for Y , which
is proper and smooth at X , respectively Y . We may then use the diagonal
embedding and assume that f extends to a morphism of formal schemes which
is smooth in the neighborhood of X . In particular, it induces a flat morphism
on strict neighborhoods, and therefore an exact functor. 
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Proposition 9.14 Assume CharK = 0. If X is an algebraic variety over Sk,
we have a canonical equivalence of categories
Mod†fp(X/S) ≃ Isoc
†(X/S)
Proof : Follows from proposition 9.11 and corollary 9.6. 
Remark : As a corollary, we recover the fact that the category Isoc†(X/S)
is essentially independant of the choices.
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